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President’s Message
Welcome to our 4th annual edition of Toronto 
& North York Hunt’s HARK! magazine. HARK! 
provides TNYH with an opportunity to recognize and 
thank our members and supporters, and to connect 
with our community. As always, we extend a big 
thank you to the landowners in our wonderful hunt 
country, without whom our hunting could not exist.

For a little background, our hunt club has been 
in existence since 1843, and is the second oldest 
foxhunt in North America. During hunting season, 
hounds meet on Wednesdays and Saturdays and 
we have the good fortune to hunt some of the most 
beautiful country in Ontario.

With our kennels located south of Creemore, our 
country extends north along the Niagara Escarpment 
and northwest to Singhampton, Feversham, 
Maxwell and north to Thornbury.

This past summer, a well-attended Hunter Pace 
was held at our kennels which gave members as 
well as guests the opportunity to ride across some 
of our most beautiful country as seen from the top 
of the Niagara Escarpment. The summertime view 
is spectacular, and we were delighted to have some 
new people take part in the event.

Ros Balding took over as Huntsman at the start 
of spring hunting and provided great sport with 
rarely a day when hounds did not find. TNYH again 
hosted the Canadian Foxhound Show and we were 
fortunate to have two of the most distinguished 
judges in the world, Captain Ian Farquhar, MFH 
of the Beaufort in Gloucestershire, and C. Martin 
Wood, MFH, Live Oak Hounds, in Florida. The 
show was a great success with many compliments, 
especially from the judges on the organization by 
Janet Feairs and the way our hounds were presented 
by our Huntsman and staff.

A big thank you to my wife, Laurel, for her hard 
work as Joint-Master for a decade now, and for 
being the Canadian Rep for our parent organization, 
the Masters of Foxhounds of America.

With thanks to Carolyn Lane, our message of being 
user-friendly is getting out, resulting in better 
response and larger attendance at activities. My 
personal thanks to our great Board of Directors, 
and especially to Andy Bite, Joint-MFH, who is 
our Secretary, and Ron Charles, our Treasurer, for 
their hard work and dedication. And finally our 
appreciation to Denya Massey who volunteered 
once again to edit and produce this publication of 
HARK!

Michael Byrne, President
Toronto and North York Hunt
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Editor’s Note As the Editor et al for HARK!, I 
never imagined how satisfying 
it would be to see each issue 

become a real,  put-it-in-your-hand 
magaz ine .  Each i s sue  has  had  i t s 
bumps, to be sure (with apologies to 
the fine photographer Heather Swan 
whom I managed to call Lynn Swan 
on every photo last year, so obviously 
I’m an NFL fan) but the end result 
has always been a magazine devoted 
to the sport  of  foxhunting and to 
the preservation of the country way 
of life. 

After four years at the helm of HARK!, 
it is time for me to step aside, with 
thanks to  my pat ient ,  non-horsey 
husband Andrew, who backed into 
owning (or was backed into owning) 
a horse…. he never saw that coming! 
Then, to further test his patience, I 
joined TNYH, and then, even more 
‘ h o r s e  t i m e ’ ,  I  a g r e e d  t o  c r e a t e 
HARK! Yet he has been patient with 
all that, and has hugely enjoyed all 
the wonderful and interesting people 
we’ve met over these years.

Without Taddy Cork, there might never have been a HARK! magazine. Having 
impulsively bought ‘Paddington’ to get f it  for a riding safari in Africa in 
2008, Taddy included us on a Hunter Pace team, we had a blast, which led 
to foxhunting, a lifetime love for me from my years in Virginia. Then Wolf 
convinced me to elevate the yearbook into a proper magazine! 

Life takes turns you never expect, and after 3 decades of horses, I had a 27 
year gap, before Paddington entered my life. I encourage anyone who might be 
thinking about riding ‘again’, to do it. As Polly Winsor points out in her article 
on the joys of the countryside, riding can be very soul satisfying. 

Oh, our treasured horses. Without them, the sport would not exist. Their good 
will, willingness to do what we ask when they have no idea why, and their 
cheerful resilience in the face of a long day, bad weather, and the stop/start of 
hunting, gives us the incentive to take extra special care of our partners. There 
are so many wonderful horses – Timmy, Sterling, Savannah, Soleil, Paddington 
– but one in particular is close to me: Sky, who has carried Taddy, Carolyn, Oli 
and me out foxhunting, and is a super all around horse. Bless all our horses.

The person put ‘in charge’ from the beginning was Andy Bite, Joint-MFH, 
my ‘chief’ and sounding board (how many emails??!!)! Cat Davey generously 
offered HARK! so many wonderful photos for every issue. Along with other 
member contributions, our stalwart Polly Winsor brings our history alive, 
Constance Boldt writes of our more recent history, and Janet Feairs is always 
quick to write articles. Thank you all.

Were it not for KKP (Vaughan), HARK! would not be in your hands now. For the 
past 4 years, Lisa has been invaluable in her guidance, humour, and support, 
and Lawrence was endlessly creative on our behalf. Thank you so much, KKP!

GO FOXHUNTING!
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A s I sit here writing this 
report, looking out of 
the offi ce window with 

blazing sunshine, I am reminded 
that not too long ago the scene 
was very different with white 
snow piling up outside!

This past winter was the fi rst 
experience of a Canadian winter 
for me, my son James and daughter 
Laura! TNYH hounds have always 
been very fortunate to be able to 
travel south to Aiken to see out the 
winter, but this year the decision 
was made to stay at home due to 
important exams being taken at 
school by James and also Laura’s fi rst 
year in high school.

Fall hunting managed to keep 
going this year until the end of the 
fi xture list into November before 
the weather stopped us. Although 
stopping for winter weather back in 
the UK was unusual, the weather 
here in Canada makes it an easy 
decision. Although hounds would 
much rather continue the hunting 

season, there’s something rather 
nice about not having to battle the 
icy winds and snow sitting on top of 
a horse!

Apart from the diffi culties of an iced-
up hound yard, the horses, hounds 
and ourselves survived well even 
though I was told this winter was an 
easy one!

The spring saw big changes this 
year at TNYH with John Harrison 
leaving for a huntsman’s post in 
Virginia, while I took over the duties 
here with valuable help from Laura 
and James. Teresa Robinson, from 
Mulmur, joined the team to help 
with horses, hounds and whipping-
in. Teresa started her hunting life 
with TNYH in the 1990’s when Mark 
Powell was Huntsman and his wife 
Emma, who worked with the horses 
and whipped-in. Teresa was taught 
well and has fi tted in perfectly at the 
kennels, as if she had never been 
away! Hounds love her and she is 
always full of cheerful enthusiasm 
(as long as she is kept supplied with 
coffee!). 

The trophy room has been made into 
a staff room at the kennels and is 
somewhere for people to meet when 
visiting. We are always delighted to 
have anyone come to visit, so please 
do give us a call to make a date. 

We have a fantastic team at the 
moment and I feel very lucky to 
have such great support! Teresa’s 
husband Eric helps out with the 
inevitable breakdown of equipment 
and machinery and the never 
ending grass cutting and property 
maintenance. Eric also gives up his 
time to help truck-whip along with 
Cat Davey and James, who seems to 
prefer four wheels to four hooves! 
The road team is an invaluable 
support as was proven several times 
this spring! A knowledgeable crew 
who can get to busy roads quickly is 
an absolute necessity these days, and 
my grateful thanks go to Cat, Eric, 
and James for their help. 

We have an equally good mounted 
whipping-in team this year. Our 
Joint-Master, Carl Feairs, and his 
wife Janet kindly agreed to continue 

Huntsman’s Report 2017
By Rosslyn Balding, Professional Huntsman, TNYH

Photo by Cat
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whipping–in, joined by Laura and 
Teresa, and Heidi to fi ll the gaps when 
she is able to so. This country requires 
knowledgeable, quick thinking ‘whips’ 
who know the country and the crossing 
points of the game. The whips have 
done a great job of learning the pack 
which helps immensely in knowing 
who is fi rst across, who is behaving, 
and who is not!

The spring saw us get a start mid-
April this year following the 
Easter weekend. The pack 
we inherited had not hunted 
together before as we had 
been kindly given some draft 
hounds from kennels in the 
States, including Blue Ridge, 
Deep Run, and Genesee 
Valley. It was also their fi rst 
season with me! It was going 
to take some time to establish 
a balanced pack of hounds 
working well together.

The landowners were 
extremely generous and 
welcomed us onto their land 
despite some extremely wet 

weather. The weather may have 
helped us a little, as much of the land 
had not yet been planted due to the 
wet conditions. We are always very 
mindful when riding across country 
not to damage any crops or planted 
farmland. Without the goodwill of our 
fabulous landowners we would have 
no hunting! We are always looking 
to add to our hunt country so our 
reputation is very important.

We were very fortunate this year to 
have what can only be described as 
immediate fi nds on pretty much most 
occasions! The hounds settled to their 
quarry almost immediately with no 
time to mess about which resulted in 
some fast runs. The fi rst meet from the 
kennels was almost an exact copy of a 
day we had had in the fall, running from 
Tony Arrell’s gully up to the second 
line and then north. The following 

Wednesday, hounds took 
off from Danny’s wood 
near Feversham before 
riders barely were settled 
in the saddle! Another 
memorable day from 
Maxwell saw the hounds 
run East from the Hanley’s 
fi xture to just short of 
#124 before being stopped! 
Both road and mounted 
whips were getting some 
great views of both the 
quarry and hounds tightly 
packed together on several 
occasions at most fi xtures, 

Photo by Cat

Photo by Ellen Cameron Photography

Carl Feairs, Joint-MFH and Honouray Whipper-In, patiently waiting.

Photo by Cat
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demonstrating their worth and ability 
to get in the right place at the right 
time!

I’m convinced this good luck in fi nding 
game played a big part in helping the 
hounds to gel as a pack and by the end 
of the spring we were fi nishing our 
days pretty well ‘all on’ each time.

A new member joined our horse team 
this year. A lovely Thoroughbred 
belonging to Mervin Magner, Joint-
Master of the Beaver Meadows Hunt, 
was sold to TNYH. I had been lucky 
enough to ride Molson before on one 
of our trips south so we know each 
other well. Molson knows his job and 
has fi tted in nicely. I am very happy to 
have him! 

Teresa gets on well with Cash (the 
horse!) so that’s a partnership we will 
continue. Laura still loves to hunt 
Ellie but as Laura gets taller, I will be 
buying roller skates for her soon! Poor 
old Sugar got a nasty leg injury so she 
was out of action for the spring but 
hopefully will be back to full fi tness 
in time for the fall and ‘WP’ has been 
my Wednesday horse but is still more 
than capable of pulling his weight and 
would hunt every day if I let him!

Fall hunting will help to confi rm our 
thoughts on where to go regarding 
the future of our pack of hounds. The 
balance between hard hunting hounds 
and a pack that can manage our diffi cult 
country and at the same time allowing 
the fi eld plenty of opportunity to 
observe hounds working is a diffi cult 
one to get right! The pack at the 
moment is a mixture of pure English 
foxhounds, pure Fell hounds brought 
over from the UK, and a mix of the 
two, with the odd crossbred thrown in 
for good measure! It’s essential that the 
pack continues to evolve to keep pace 
with modern hunting in Canada and 
something which takes time (years, 
not months) to establish, but we have 
a good starting point!

We had a great foxhound show this 
year. It was our second year playing 
host to the Canadian Foxhound Show. 
Even though the London hounds and 
the Eglinton and Caledon hounds 
were unable to attend, we still had 
six packs support the show which 
was fantastic! The Montreal, Ottawa 
Valley, Beaver Meadows, Hamilton, 

Wellington Waterloo and TNYH all 
put on a good display of foxhounds 
before the judges. We were extremely 
honoured to have two of the most 
prestigious hound men to judge this 
year. Captain Ian Farquhar from the 
Duke of Beaufort’s Hounds in England 
and C. Martin Wood III, Joint-MFH of 
the Live Oak Hounds in Florida. They 
were joined by Mary Ewing, Joint-
MFH of the Arapahoe Hunt in Colorado 
as apprentice judge. They made the 
atmosphere of the day a friendly and 
jovial one by being most welcoming 
and open to questions without taking 
away from the serious business of 
having to judge some quality hounds.

We were extremely fortunate to have 
drafted to us a superb looking hound 
called Wentworth, from the Blue Ridge 

Hunt in Virginia. As drafted hounds 
are allowed in the Stallion class, I was 
able to enter him and he won it. I 
was also delighted when Ruler, a Fell 

The Field following the Field Master, with Huntsman & hounds ahead.

Photo by Cat

Photo by Cat
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hound drafted here to me from the 
North Tyne Hunt in Northumberland 
England, was given second place!

Wentworth went on to win the 
“Champion English Doghound” 
beating TNY Farquhar, last year’s 
Champion into Reserve. 

The weather, if a little hot and humid, 
was kind to us until the lunch break 
when the skies darkened and the 
heavens opened! 

Classes resumed after a great lunch, 
with the terrier classes and young 
handler class. Teresa’s family enabled 
the running of the young handler 
class this year by entertaining us with 
the “cuteness factor” with her sons 
William and Daniel and their cousin 
Payton. William who shows sheep, did 
a very professional job and gained fi rst 
prize! Mrs. Farquhar had the tricky 
task of judging. 

The title of “Grand Champion 
Foxhound” saw us in the ring 
again against Ottawa Valley Hunt. 
Wentworth put on a great performance 
to win the title with OVH Grumpy 
getting a well deserved Reserve. 

The pack class was a nerve wracking 
but fun class for us all. In it, you 
have to parade 10 (5 couple) of your 
(hopefully!) best behaved hounds in 
front of the judges and audience with 
the help of only one whip! Teresa 
supported me expertly and our hounds 
behaved well enough for us to win the 
class!

Toronto & North York Hunt hounds 
did us and the men who bred them 
proud! The hard work begins now to 
maintain the standard!

The clubhouse property was the site 
of a short course schooling event this 
year, following the successful fi rst 
event last year, and again we were 
supported with lots of entries and 
enjoyed a fun packed day. The course 
was also opened up to members, the 
weekend following the event, for a 
coaching day with Jim Elder with the 
possibility of more to come. 

The youth fi eld is planning to have 
at least four fi xtures for Juniors this 
fall so please spread the word. Young 
enthusiasts are foxhunting’s future!

There was plenty to do at the kennels 

this summer with activities including 
the Canada day ride and our Hunter 
Pace which was extremely well 
attended. 

There are trails to cut, horses to 
exercise, and hounds to get fi t, and fall 
hunting will be underway before we 
know it!

A huge thank you goes out to 
everyone from me, James and Laura 
for all the overwhelming support we 
have received! We love it here and are 
dedicated to keeping TNYH growing 
and thriving! Thank you!

Laura Balding assisting her mother, Huntsman Ros Balding (Left Picture) Photos by Cat
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Please contact me today
to set up an appointment!

d: 705.321.4431   o: 905.936.4216

Sarah Lunn
Broker

sarah@sarahlunn.com
www.sarahlunn.com 25 Queen St S, Tottenham L0G 1W0

Independently Owned & Operated

S A R A H L U N N
REAL ESTATE SOLUTIONS FOR YOUR LIFESTYLE

Perched at the end of a quiet cul de sac on a well maintained road in the 
heart of hockley valley ready for your dreams to come to life. Surrounded 
by friendly wildlife, Nottawasaga River & country breezes this 1.7 acre 
property all set for your family to call home & stone century barn 
foundation is ready for your creative ideas (yoga, pool, gardens) only 2 km 
from public school, 3 km from Hockley Village. Perfect retreat, 
art/yoga/wellness studio! Lots of room to expand! Hiking, biking, skiing, 
dining & shopping minutes away.  

Picture perfect hobby farm in south Adjala. 2 family home, 10 acres, 7 stall 
barn, 6 paddocks, round pen, lit sand ring, trails throughout the property, 
chicken coup, fenced veggie garden. Renovated and updated this home has it 
all! Light & bright, multiple walk out's to huge deck overlooking the property, 
cabana for entertaining, fenced yard for kids & dogs all set back from the 
paved road for privacy. Great commuter location just minutes to Hwy 9/50.

Picturesque 20 acre hobby farm set in the rolling hills of south Adjala with 
walk out bungalow perfect for entertaining featuring covered 3 season 
outdoor living space, 16’ x 32‘ pool, and so many details in this home – it’s a 
must see! Excellent 4 stall bank barn with apt above, tons of paddock 
options, pond, run in sheds & grass ring. Horse farm, art studio, retreat + 
come down the winding tree lined drive and discover your dream property!

3042 CONCESSION RD 3, ADJALA-TOSORONTIO 676270 CENTRE RD, MULMUR 
100 acre corner farm in the hills of Mulmur, 5 minutes from highway 10 & 89. 
Custom dutch colonial home with over 3039 sq ft of living space, huge 
country kitchen with centre island, stone fireplace, formal living, dining, den, 
laundry & mud room complete the main floor. Second floor has 2 sets of 
stairs up to 4 bedrooms, 3 baths & gorgeous views from every window. In 
ground pool, huge patio, bank barns, swimming pond, trails and hardwood 
forest.  

1852 CONCESSION RD 4, ADJALA-TOSORONTIO1483 CONCESSION RD 2, ADJALA-TOSORONTIO

Exclusive 5 acre estate on the south ridge of Hockley Valley, outstanding views, prime location, endless hacking, hiking 
or biking right outside your front door. Offers true luxury lifestyle with chef’s kitchen, indoor/outdoor dining, vaulted 
ceilings, heated floors, master suite, spa ensuite overlooking the pool. Horses will love their custom barn, paddocks & 
sand ring. Minutes to hwy 9,10 & airport, caledon equestrian park, orangeville, hockley village & resort.  

873421 5TH LINE EHS, MONO
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Judges Engage Spectators at 2017 Canadian Hound Show 
by Norman Fine and Denya Massey

Photos by Denya Massey

T wo world-class judges of 
foxhounds turned a good 
day, June 17, 2017 at the 

Canadian Foxhound Show, into 
an exceptional and informative 
day for spectators. MFHs Captain 
Ian Farquhar and C. Martin Wood 
III shared their insights as to 
the choices they made after the 
results of classes were announced. 
The experience was an invaluable master 
class for both those showing hounds and 
those watching. Each man has judged 
every major hound show in the foxhunting 
world, including Peterborough, and each 
is esteemed among the very best in the 
breeding of foxhounds. 

Grand Champion Foxhound of Show 
was Toronto and North York’s Blue Ridge 
Wentworth 2015, an English dog hound. 
Judge Farquhar especially demonstrated 
consistency in his choice, since he chose 
Wentworth as Grand Champion of the Bryn 
Mawr Hound Show last year!

Admiring Canadian Grand Champion Wentworth are (l-r) TNY Huntsman Roslynn 
Balding; Judge C. Martin Wood III, MFH, Live Oak Hounds; Andy Bite, MFH, TNY; 
Apprentice Judge Mary Ewing, MFH, Arapahoe Hunt; Carl Feairs, MFH, TNY; Laurel 
Byrne, MFH, TNY; Judge Ian Farquhar, MFH, Duke of Beaufort’s; Mike Byrne, 
President, TNY; and Teresa Robinson, Whipper-In, TNY
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Wentworth was entered in 2015 by the Blue Ridge Hunt 
(VA) and shown in 2016 by Blue Ridge huntsman Graham 
Buston. Though successful in the show ring, Buston was 
looking for more drive in the hunting fi eld and thought the 
hound might do better in Ontario. Wentworth was drafted 
to Toronto and North York and huntsman Rosslyn Balding 
took possession in time for their spring season early this 
year.

“The hunting is different in the Toronto and North York 
country than it is in Virginia,” said Balding. “It’s mostly all 
coyote, and we have very few of the tight, discrete coverts 
as in Virginia. When we restart the season in the spring 
there’s no foliage, so the visibility is good.”

“This spring the hunting was terrifi c,” she continued. “We 
were fi nding coyotes on the fi rst draw every time out. 
Hounds had no opportunity to do anything but hunt. Right 
from the start! At the beginning I could see that Wentworth 
was getting thrown out about halfway through, but with 
conditions as they were, by the end of the season Wentworth 
was there at the fi nish with the rest of them. Now, I fully 
expect him to be there. I think he was just a slow starter.”

Balding plans to breed to 
Wentworth and has a couple of 
bitches in mind for him. One has 
similar bloodlines, and she hopes 
to double up on those good lines. 
Like so many breeders, Balding 
will select hard-driving bitches for 
the hunting side of the equation 
and use Wentworth to improve 
the conformation of the litter.

Wentworth goes back in tail 
male to Duke of Beaufort’s 
Bailey 2003, arguably the most 
infl uential hound in England in 
the last fi fteen years, according 
to C. Martin Scott, MFH, Vale of 
the White Horse (UK), another 
leading judge and hound 
breeder. Bailey was a champion 
at Peterborough as was his dam, 
Duke of Beaufort’s Patience 1998. 
Bailey is also the grandsire of recent Canadian Hound Show 
Grand Champions, Toronto and North York Cleopatra 2012 
and Clarence 2012 through their sire, Blue Ridge Barnfi eld 
2010.

With those bloodlines, a couple of year’s of hunting under 
his belt, and after watching him hunt during the spring 
season, Balding believes that Wentworth has slowly come 
into his own. “I love him!” she says.

The sixty-third annual Canadian Foxhound Club Show 
was held on a lovely summer day—a light breeze, slightly 
overcast, and not too hot. Thunderstorms were predicted, 
indeed the indoor luncheon was timed perfectly as a huge 
storm rolled through, but the day was positively gorgeous 

when compared to the great heat wave the show endured 
last year.

Hosted by the Toronto and North York Hunt (ON) at their 
kennels in Creemore, the TNYH team was ably organized 
by Janet Feairs, who pulled together her previous team 
mates, Jill Gibson, Gill von Teichman, and Arlene Taylor to 

make the day run smoothly.

In perfect timing with the 
incoming thunderstorm, 
spectators, members, judges and 
hunt staff enjoyed a lovely lunch 
in the clubhouse, provided by 
Gourmandissimo. When the 
thunderstorm was still threatening 
lightning, the terrier classes were 
held indoors. Judged by Mary 
Ewing, MFH, Arapahoe Hunt 
(CO), Apprentice Judge of the 
day, and Pammie Jane Farquhar, 
the terriers did their fi nal trot up 
outside, as the weather began to 
clear and the afternoon classes 
started.

The afternoon culminated with the 
Pack Class held at the Clubhouse, 
and was won by the Toronto and 

North York Hunt. Afternoon tea was served after the Show. 
Judge Wood, MFH of the Live Oak Hounds (FL) and recent 
inductee into the Huntsmen’s Room at the Museum of 
Hounds and Hunting, and Judge Farquhar, MFH of the 
Duke of Beaufort’s (UK) were generous in their comments 
and wit.

Foxhound shows are important for shaping future 
generations of hounds, because good conformation is 
critical in giving a foxhound the physical ability to do what 
they are bred to do. The judges acknowledged that the 
cheerful and confi dent attitude of a hound will certainly 
impress them, because that translates to a hound who loves 
its job and its life.

Toronto and North York’s Blue Ridge Wentworth 2015 is Grand 
Champion Foxhound at the 2017 Canadian Foxhound Show.

Denya Massey photo

JUDGES ENGAGE SPECTATORS AT 
2017 CANADIAN HOUND SHOW:  Continues...
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Introduction of the Modern English Foxhound
to Foxhunting in Ontario

by Major Charles Kindersley, MFH 
by Denya Massey with Lynne Kindersely Dole

I n 1919, George Beardmore, 
M.F.H. Toronto Hunt, bought 
the old W.W.I aerodrome land 

on Avenue Road and Eglinton 
Avenue for the purpose of 
setting up a riding establishment 
including a drag pack. Most of the 
members lived in Toronto and only 
travelled the 25 miles up to Aurora, 
where the Toronto and North York 
Hunt kennels were located, on 
weekends. These new facilities 
gave them the opportunity to ride 
during the week and still keep up 
with their day’s work at the offi ce. 
Over the years the pack became 
known as the Eglinton Hunt.

Forced to move from the Avenue Road 
stables, horses and hounds were located 
during WWII on the St. Andrews Golf 
Club property at Hogg’s Hollow.  After 
the fi rst war, Eglinton Hunt acquired 
land on Leslie Street, then considered 
north of Toronto. Capt. Peyton, who 
had run the Avenue Road property 
ever since 1919, took over the job of 
converting the large barn into stabling 
for the members’ horses, and the farm 
house was turned into the new Club 
House.     

During the latter years of WWII, 
Terence Morton had taken over 
hounds as amateur huntsman with 
Dick Rockwell whipping in. (Dick and 
Adele Rockwell were internationally 
famous for their Welsh ponies from 
their Ardmore Stud.)  Sadly in 1947, 
Terry Morton had a horrifi c fall which 
prevented him from ever riding 
again. It was at this time that Charles 
Kindersley began to hunt hounds. 
During his tenure, he also introduced 
joint meets between his hunt and 
Toronto and North Hunt.

But we must back up to how Charles 
Kindersley became interested in 
hounds and hunting. Born in Dorset, 
England, in 1900, he had grown up 
with the traditional family pony in 
the South Dorset Hunt country. When 
World War I broke out, the nearby 
army camp had to give up its beagle 
pack. They were rescued by the local 
vet who, after seeing Charles’ interest, 
let him hunt the pack. As you read on 
you’ll fi nd this bit of experience would 

be very valuable to the future Eglinton 
Hunt.

After a short time as a pilot in the Royal 
Flying Corps, Charles went out to the 
Canadian West where he worked on 
a ranch, an open-faced coal mine, 
and for a B.C. polo player. On his way 
back to England he had an interview 
with the CEO of Imperial Oil. After 
Charles told him about his experience 
out West, Mr.  Smith asked to see his 
hands. When he saw all the calluses, 
Mr. Smith promptly hired him. Mr. 
Smith later told Charles that he had 
only agreed to see him as a favour to 
someone else!

Back in England he met Chrissie 
Crawford at a Hunt Ball held at the 
house of A. Henry Higginson, the 
American Master of Foxhounds 
who had taken over the Cattistock 
Hounds. Chriss, riding sidesaddle, 
and her father, Col. James Crawford, 
hunted regularly with these hounds. 

Major Charles Kindersley 
MFH and Huntsman, Eglinton and Caledon Hunt

Lynne K. Dole

Dr. John McDonald, MFH, 
London Hunt, Mrs. Lynne Dole and 
Carl Feairs, MFH, TNYH

Photos courtesy of Lynne K. Dole
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After Colombia, Charles was sent to 
the International Petroleum refi nery 
in Peru. He continued his interest 
in horses by setting up stables. His 
daughter  Lynne remembers long 
rides on the beaches and inland over 
the sandy dry countryside. Her father 
also started polo, the teams travelling 
to Lima for competitions. When the 
British Navy docked at Talara, horses 
were provided so that the crew could 
play polo. Lynne’s brother, Richard, 
was christened on the H.M.C. York 
when it made a stop at the Talara 
harbour. There were no hounds but 
paper chases provided some fun.

Moving to Canada in 1939, War soon 
broke out and Kindersley joined up 
with the Royal Canadian Engineers, 
shortly thereafter going overseas. His 
family settled in London, Ontario for 
the duration. “But,” said his daughter, 
“fate interfered when my grandfather 
in England suffered a bad stroke, 
and my mother went over to help 
look after him. Once there she could 
not come back to Canada because of 
wartime restrictions. She stayed over 
three years for the rest of the War. My 
brother Richard and I remained with 
friends in London.”

“Travel was extremely haphazard and 
unpredictable at the end of the war 
with the military still commandeering 
any ocean worthy vessels to get the 
forces home. My Father was invalided 
back to Canada through Halifax and 
then by train to London. My Mother, 
with grit and determination, fi nally 
secured passage on the Queen Mary 
to New York City, taking a train from 
there to St.Thomas, Ontario. The most 
amazing thing was that they arrived 
in London, Ontario, within twenty-
four hours of each other. You can 
imagine the reunion after such a long 
separation,” Lynne said.

By 1947 Charles’ back injury had 
greatly improved. The family moved 
to Toronto and he became a member 
of Eglinton Hunt shortly before Terry 
broke his leg so badly. After a short 
interval Kindersley took over the job 
of hunting hounds. During the War, 
Eglinton Hunt had had to reduce the 
pack to a very few hounds which 
hunted drag only.  

So one of the fi rst things to do 
was to obtain a draft from another 
pack. He was always grateful to 
Mrs. Nancy Hannum, M.F.H. of Mr. 
Stewart’s Cheshire Hounds and Mrs. 

Kindersley’s job took him to oil interests in Colombia, but letters travelled back and forth, even when Chriss went to 
visit friends in India. Upon learning that Chriss was returning to England, Charles also went back to England and took 
the pilot boat out to meet the liner coming in!  Needless to say, her parents were extremely surprised when they went to 
meet the liner in Southampton to see both these two waving from the deck. When they approached the huntsman, the 
well-known Parson Milne, to marry them, he was heard to mutter “I hope that there will be a frost on that day,” meaning 
that therefore it would not be a good scenting day for hounds!

INTRODUCTION OF THE MODERN ENGLISH . . . .    :  Continues...

An example of the old-fashioned English hound. This Heythrop sire (Craftsman ‘62) is an example of the modern 
foxhound blood that was introduced to the Eglinton Hunt pack.

Major Charles Kindersley, MFH, (2nd from 
right) winning a Grand Championship.

Lynne Kindersley Dole (2nd from left) with 
Capt. Ronnie Wallace MFH, judging , and 
Major Charles Kindersley, MFH
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Gilbert Humphrey of the 
Chagrin Valley Hounds, who 
responded with two generous 
drafts which made it possible 
to change from drag hunting 
to foxhunting. Masters of 
hounds have always been 
generous and ready to help 
other packs, especially in 
cases of disaster as when 
distemper hits a kennel. 
When this happened to the 
Eglinton Hunt, Toronto and 
North York was one of the 
hunts who kindly sent some 
hounds. 

Kindersley, now known 
as ‘The Major’, continued 
to breed English hounds, 
obtaining fresh blood by 
importing dog hounds from some of 
the well-known English packs. In later 
years two hounds in particular passed 
on their good qualities – Portman 
Petrarch and Tipperary Grossman.

After World War II, the famous 
foxhunter Ikey Bell introduced some 
Welsh blood into the English hound. 
Capt. Ronnie Wallace, M.F.H. and 
huntsman of the Heythrop and later of 
the Exmoor Hunt, had the reputation 
of giving some of the best sport.  He 
followed Bell’s lead to streamline the 
old fashioned, chesty, heavy English 
hound and produce a slimmer, faster 
and better conformation hound. 
Other hunts soon followed producing 
what is now referred to the Modern 
English Foxound.  Capt. Wallace, by 
the way, also began his hunting career 
by hunting a pack of beagles as a boy.

The Major, who had a keen eye for 
both horses and hounds realized 
the benefi ts of the Modern English 
Foxhound and began to breed 
accordingly. At that time there were 
hound shows in the United States, 
like Bryn Mawr, but not in Canada. 
The Major thought that Canadian 
packs might also benefi t from showing 
hounds. Under his initiative, in 1954, 
the Sportsmen’s Dog Show agreed 
to include classes for the English 
foxhound for a couple of years, after 
which the different hunts took turns in 
putting on the yearly foxhound show 
independently. Masters from England 
and the States were asked to judge the 
hounds, one judge from each country, 
a tradition continued today. Over the 

years the classes expanded to include 
English Foxhounds and Crossbred 
Foxhounds as Canadian packs started 
to include American, Fell, and Penn 
Marydel bloodlines. (Penn Marydel 
is a hyphenation of Pennsylvania, 
Maryland and Delaware, a foxhound 
developed in that region.)

The Major said that the best 
recommendation to be given a 
foxhound is that it has a good nose, 
stays on the line, runs with the pack 
instead of going off on its own, and 
heeds the huntsman’s voice and horn. 
In order to do this the hounds need 
stamina and good conformation. 
The Major would look for a sloping 
shoulder, deep chest, long neck to 
stoop for the scent, well let down 
hindquarters, and fi rm, but not 
splayed, feet, with weight evenly 
distributed.

During his 42 years as Master, the 
Major was blessed with many excellent 
joint masters – Mrs. C. Churchill 
Mann, Lt-Col. G. Alan Burton and 
Brig. F.C. Wallace who occasionally 
hunted hounds when the Major was 
unable to do so, Lt.-Col George M. 
Brown, Gustav Schickedanz, and H. 
Charles Armstrong.   After 21 years 
as huntsman, the Major handed over 
the horn to professional huntsmen, 
but continued as Master until 1991.

The Major never ceased to promote 
foxhunting, English hounds, and 
to help other packs of  hounds.  He 
was always ready to help with his 
knowledge and enthusiasm.  He 

passed on this enthusiasm 
to his daughter, Lynne 
Kindersley Dole, who 
hunted with Eglinton and 
Caledon, and the Blue Ridge 
Hunt in Virginia for many 
years.

Lynne Kindersley Dole was 
the fi rst librarian of the 
National Sporting Library 
when it was founded in 1954.  
Previous to this time, there 
was no single center for the 
collection and preservation 
of publications relating to 
fi eld sports. Conceived and 
co-founded by Alexander 
Mackay-Smith, Editor of 
the Chronicle of the Horse, 
the size of the library grew 

from one room on the main street 
of Middleburg, to occupying a large 
lower section of The Chronicle, its 
home until the present library was 
built. Reading and cataloguing all 
the books, from delving into 16th 
century tomes and keeping up to 
date with contemporary works, was 
not work for Lynne, but a privilege 
and a pleasure. In addition there was 
the knowledge that history was being 
preserved and that a fi eld for scholars 
in which to do study and research was 
being created. 

Marilyn Treviranus (later MacKay-Smith) and Lynne Kindersley Dole, 
Blue Ridge Hunt, Virginia, Circa 1960

Photos courtesy of Marilyn Mackay-Smith
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On April 7th, 2017, the 
equestrian world in 
general and TNYH in 

particular lost a great champion in 
Janet Cottrelle. As the daughter 
of Elliot Cottrelle, a passion for 
horses was in her genes. During 
her long competitive career, 
she was one of the top amateur 
equestrians on the Canadian 
Hunter circuit. Janet’s champion 
jumper ‘Dr. Spiegel’ was inducted 
into the Jump Canada Hall of 
Fame in 2007.

Moreover, Janet started hunting with 
the TNYH as a child and was awarded 
her Colours in 1966 at the tender 
age of 13! Thereafter, she hunted 
continuously until shortly before her 
death. She enjoyed all aspects of the 
Hunt: from the early arrival at the barn 
with grooming and tacking up, the 
trailering to the Meet, the stirrup cup, 
the start, the unpredictability of the 
day’s outing, and the companionship 
of her many like-minded friends. 
She was emotionally attached and 
quite sentimental about the whole 
foxhunting experience, and made a 

In Memoriam:  Janet Cottrelle
by Bill Carter, Past President, TNYH

point of bringing to every meet the battered 
gray and red mounting block that her father 
had made for her as a young girl.

In addition to her many achievements in the 
horse world, Janet was a well-rounded and 
generous human being. Her early career was 
as a history teacher after which she moved 
into the investment industry where she was 
equally accomplished. Her devotion to her 
long string of Cairn terriers was legendary 
as was her devotion to her life-companion, 
her husband Rob.

We will miss Janet in the Hunt fi eld but will 
feel her presence, nonetheless.

[editors Note:
in HARK! 2015, Janet 
was recognized for her 
lifetime commitment to 

TNYH, and was profi led 
in the article: “Father 
& Daughter Share a 

Foxhunting Legacy”.]
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Seven years ago, I was asked 
to sit on the Board of the 
Masters of Foxhounds 

Association. I served two 3 year 
terms and it was an honour.

I met many wonderful people 
from different regions with the 
same passion for foxhunting. 
and my husband Mike and I 
made many new friendships that 
will be long lasting. I learned 
a lot with correspondence and 
board meetings and the many 
knowledgeable members of the 
board.

There is a Board Meeting every January 
in New York City, which coincides 
with the AGM, the Masters dinner 
and the annual Hunt Ball. The Board 

Meeting is held at the Pierre Hotel. 
Any new Masters that were elected 
during the previous year are invited 
for lunch and afterwards during the 
afternoon session of the meeting, they 
attend a seminar given by one of the 
best huntsmen and hound judges in 
the world, C. Martin Wood III, Joint-
MFH, Live Oak Hounds, Florida. This 
is extremely informative, and the 
new Masters are fortunate to be able 
to share his experiences. The Masters 

dinner and AGM are held at the Union 
Club. The Hunt Ball is very glamorous 
with most men dressed in their evening 
‘pinks’. The dinner is excellent, the 
band is fabulous, a big dancing crowd! 
If you have never been, I encourage 
you as a member of your foxhunt club, 
or as a guest of a member, to attend; it 
is a wonderful evening. This year was 
a huge celebration to honour Dennis 
Foster as he stepped down as Executive 
Director after 18 years in that offi ce.

For the meeting in the fall, the 
location changes each year, and we 
are all invited to foxhunt the following 
day with the hunt club hosting the 
meeting. It was very special to visit so 
many hunt countries.

The MFHA meeting in May is held at 
Morven Park in Leesburg, Virginia on 
the Friday before the famous Virginia 
Foxhound Show.

The new representative for the 
Canadian District is Dr. Charlotte 
McDonald of London Hunt, Ontario, 
and I am excited in my new role as 
the Canadian representative of the 

International Union of Hunting with 
Hounds, and we have the honour of 
hosting the fi rst meeting in Canada 
this September. Many members from 
around the world will be in attendance 
and plan to hunt with Toronto 
and North York Hunt as well. I am 
looking forward to making even more 
foxhunting friendships!

The Canadian Representative for the Board of the MFHA
by Laurel Byrne, Joint-MFH, Toronto and North York Hunt
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G rowing up in the Shenandoah Valley, Virginia, we all 
knew Middleburg was identifi ed in the horse world 
as the epicentre of all things elegant and sporting, 

notably for its culture and sophistication built around 
horses – foxhunting, steeplechasing, point-to-point racing, 
showing, jumpers, pony club, and eventing. No matter 
where I’d travel, anyone with the least bit of knowledge of 
the horse world would recognize the name Middleburg, and 
you didn’t have to add ‘Virginia’. Even if you lived ‘near’ 
Middleburg like me (20 miles away, roughly) and if you 
weren’t talking to someone who really was from Middleburg, 
you could lay claim to the village in some far off land, like 
Germany or England, and get a knowing (envious?) look. 

What made this small, charming town 
so exceptional? History, gorgeous 
countryside, Southern hospitality, 
grace, dignity, and, eventually, laying 
claim to 160 buildings in the National 
Register of Historical Places, are 
certainly part of the mystique. In 1763, 
Lt-Col. Leven Powell, a Virginian, 
purchased the land called Chinn’s 
Crossroads, from Joseph Chinn, for 
$2.50 per acre. It was Powell Town 
until the town was incorporated 
in 1787 as Middleburgh (with an 
‘h’) because the town was halfway 
between Alexandria on the Potomac 
and Winchester, Virginia, on the west 
side of the Blue Ridge Mountains after 
passing through the famous Ashby 
Gap. Certainly Middleburg (losing the 
‘h’ early on) was a more glamorous 
name, and over time, lived up to its 
billing. Fortunately for the town, it 
was, for the most part, little affected 
by Civil War. Battles were generally 
not fought in towns – they were kept 
reasonably safe so taverns and stabling 
were left standing. 

In the 1900’s, the village began its 
ascent to becoming known as the 
“Nation’s Horse and Hunt Capital” 
with the infl ux of prominent visitors 
and landowners who came for 
steeplechasing and foxhunting. 
Middleburg hosted the famous Great 
Hound Match of 1905, in which English 
foxhounds and American foxhounds 
were put to the test to see which 
breed was superior. Harry Worcester 
Smith and his American foxhounds 
proved to be the victor by the fi nal 
judgment at the end of the two week 
match. It was a pivotal moment for 
the young American foxhound breed 
to be victorious against Alexander 
Henry Higginson’s established English 
foxhounds. 

Middleburg’s equine-related fame 
has drawn characters of all sorts 
to the area – ‘characters’ in a good 
way! The old Virginia families are 
fi rmly ensconced in the greater 
area, graciously downplaying their 
contributions to protecting Middleburg 
and environs from commercialism, by 
maintaining generations’ old farms, 

and contributing hugely to the quality 
of life in the area.

For foxhunters, Loudoun and Fauquier 
Counties have more hunts than 
most states do in total: Middleburg, 
Peidmont, Orange County, Loudoun, 
Loudoun Fairfax, Old Dominion, 
Warrenton, and Casanova, with Blue 
Ridge in Clarke County (across the 

mountain, as we say). The MFHA, 
Masters of Foxhounds Association, 
foxhunting’s governing body, is now 
headquartered in Middleburg, in a 
gorgeous old stone house which was 

The Mystique and Reality of Middleburg, Virginia:
One and the Same?

by Denya Massey

Middleburg Hunt parades hounds through Middleburg

Red Fox Inn National Sporting Library & Museum

A Hunter Pace Event

Glenwood Race Course
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home for over 60 years to the much 
loved Howard Allen of photography 
fame and Mrs. Allen who founded the 
Fun Shop, iconic to Middleburg. Page 
and Betsy grew up in that house, and 
both are next generation owners of 
the famous Fun Shop, and Betsy is also 
the mayor of Middleburg.!

A notable example of a famous 
tradition is the prestigious Upperville 
Colt & Horse Show, noted in Wikipedia, 
as “the oldest horse show in America. 
Started in 1853 by Colonel Richard 
Henry Dulany, the show was designed 
to showcase and improve local 
breeding stock in Northern Virginia. 
Colonel Dulany continued to run the 
show until his death in 1906. The 
show has occupied the same scenic 
spot since its inception 155 years ago; 
under the shady oak trees of Grafton 
Farm, near Upperville, Virginia.” I 
am proud to say that his great-great-
granddaughter Elizabeth is my longest 
and dear friend, and she (of course) 
lives near Middleburg!

Today the area offers a wide choice 
of interests to its visitors, from all 
the horse sports (point-to-points, 
Glenwood, Great Meadow, Morven 
Park, foxhunting) to culture (National 
Sporting Library & Museum) to 
shopping (the fabulous Fun Shop 
and the Middleburg Tack Exchange, 
among other unique stores), to lodging 
(The Red Fox Inn, a handsome tavern 
established in 1728, with great food 
and charming rooms), sightseeing, 
golf, hiking, and a wide selection of 
dining choices. Some areas have a 
special interest, like Upperville 
for the horse show, and 
Marshall, which has the great 
Tri-County Feed Mill (much 
more than horse feed!!) and a 
burgeoning collection of great 
restaurants from casual to fi ne 
dining. Have to mention a 
personal favourite: The Whole 
Ox. The charming Ashby Inn 
is located in Paris – Paris, 
Virginia that is, with gorgeous 
views down the east side of 
the Blue Ridge Mountains, as 
well as the best breakfast in 
the area; do request the 2nd 
fl oor of the Schoolhouse!

Leesburg is another neighbouring 
town, much larger with its own special 
features. Its historic core is extremely 
handsome, but the town also boasts a 
huge Premium outlet mall (yes, yes, I 

know, we were going for charm and 
southern elegance here, but the outlet 
mall really is good!). 

The area is an easy drive from southern 
Ontario – about 8 hours – and 
no more than half an hour from 
Dulles Airport to Middleburg.

A visit to Middleburg and its 
environs should be enjoyed 
with time to spare: driving 
down some tiny, challenging 
but deliciously old back roads, 
seeing magical farms, witnessing 
miles of stone walls with views 
of the Blue Ridge mountains, 
and ending at a small village 
with some charming  reason to 
visit for a spell.

Point-to-Points

The Canadian 3 day event team shop at the 
Middleburg Tack Exchange!

National Sporting Library

Top: Fun Shop

Right:
Piedmont Fox Hounds

Street View
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T he National Sporting Library & Museum (NSLM) 
in Middleburg, Virginia, was founded in 1954 by 
George L. Ohrstrom, Sr., Alexander Mackay-Smith, 

Lester Karow, and Fletcher Harper. These gentlemen 
perceived a lack of publicly accessible collections on 
equestrian sport, and pooled their personal collections 
to found the Library in historic Middleburg. The Library 
collected works on all equestrian sports, as well as other 
traditional country sports, including fl y fi shing, wing 
shooting, and carriage driving. The original Librarian 
who catalogued all the early works was Lynne Kindersely 
Dole, now of Caledon, Ontario. 

In 1969, the Library relocated to its current campus on 
the west end of Middleburg. The NSLM shared space in 
Vine Hill, a family home built in the Federal style in 1804, 
with The Chronicle of the Horse, the most prominent 
weekly magazine on horse sports. The top two fl oors were 
Chronicle offi ces and the Library’s reading room, with the 
bulk of book storage in the basement. The NSLM received 
book donations from all over the country, and donors were 
listed in entries in The Chronicle. In 1994, NSLM Board 
Member John H. Daniels donated his 5,000-volume rare 
book collection to the Library, necessitating a move to 
a new building, completed in 1999. A third building was 
constructed on the campus to serve as headquarters of The 
Chronicle of the Horse, and that publication is still located 
on the campus today.

In 2010, additional gallery space was added to Vine Hill, 
culminating in the opening of an art museum in 2011. The 
Museum is dedicated to sporting art, and has exhibited 
works by Sir Alfred Munnings, Paul Brown, John Emms, 
George Stubbs, and many others. 

Today, the NSLM’s Library holdings include over 27,000 
bound volumes, over 75 archival collections (from sporting 
fi gures including Alexander Mackay-Smith, Harry Worcester 
Smith, and Richard Stone Reeves), and a rare book 
collection dating to 1523. The Museum organizes two major 

loan exhibitions every year, with a landmark exhibition of 
ancient Greek pottery (The Horse in Ancient Greek Art) 
opening September 9, 2017. For more information, visit the 
NSLM website, www.nationalsporting.org

The National Sporting Library & Museum 
by John Connolly, George Ohrstrom Jr. Head Librarian National Sporting Library & Museum
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exactly what the Huntsman was asking 
of his hounds and why. After hunting 
a territory long enough, you come to 
understand the foxes and where their 
normal route is. Of course, as anyone 
who has whipped-in understands, a 
fox’s job is to prove you wrong. Just 
when you think you are right in the 
perfect spot, clever fox double backs 

on himself and you are left all alone, 
feeling like an idiot! 

More and more, Sue let me go off on 
my own and fi gure my way back to the 
hounds. The want (heart’s desire) of a 
whipper-in is to always be in front, to 
have that overwhelming feeling of the 
world just being you and foxhounds in 
full cry; however, pushing the hounds 
along is just as important. I watched 
and listened, soaking it all in like a 
sponge, trying to understand what the 
Huntsman was saying. If you have ever 
hunted behind an English, Irish, or 
Welsh huntsman you can understand 
just how diffi cult that is! 

I hunted behind Sue for a couple of 
years, slowly gaining the respect of 
the Huntsman to work as a full whip, 
and understanding the country. One of 

the most diffi cult tasks is learning the 
country by yourself. When in the main 
fi eld with everyone else, even if I know 
where we are, being able to follow 
someone through the country is much 
easier than navigating it quite alone. 
When I was trying think about where I 
needed to get to, and where I had come 
from, it was a challenge, especially as I 
had to anticipate – hopefully correctly 
– what might happen next. I learned 
that my horses often knew more about 
where we were going than I did. 

For any foxhunter, no matter what 
age, the thrill of whipping-in hugely 
offsets the agony of being lost, or 
worse, left behind and of no use at all 
to the huntsman! The drive to be in 
the right place at the right time is often 

(Editor’s note: A whipper-in is the mounted person who keeps the Huntsman in touch with where his or her hounds are, ensures hounds 
do not cross busy roads or “The Whip” would hold up car traffi c, keeps with hounds if they are running and the Huntsman has been left 
behind, and will keep an eye out for the quarry. The end of the day is often spent gathering hounds on the way home. Given the similarity 
of name, I will admit this is my niece, of whom I am extremely proud for being such a wonderful horsewoman and person.) 

Cold, wet from rain, being lead by my fearless 2-legged 
leader on my 36” pony Toy Mouse. It’s how I became 
addicted to a sport known as foxhunting, and every 

fall, from age four until now (not going to disclose that, but 
I’ve fi nished college!), there is a sense of anticipation and 
adrenaline that rushes through a foxhunter’s veins. Knowing 
that the goose bumps will rise on your skin the moment those 
hunting hounds open up on a fresh scent of a fox or coyote, and 
away they go! This adrenaline rush only multiples, if you can 
believe it, when a person is allowed to have the honor of being 
a whipper-in. 

My fi rst 7 years of hunting were spent with the Blue Ridge Hunt 
in Virginia, full of open fi elds that lead into mountains with big 
jumping coops set in the fence lines. Luxurious hunt country 
to say the least. I was honored to have the opportunity to hunt 
behind (and sometimes in front of….whoops, not supposed to 
do that!) the former founder and editor of Covertside and now 
Foxhunting Life,  Norman Fine, who taught me to love and 
appreciate the sport. 

One day, quite unexpectedly, whipper-in Sue Downing, wife of 
the then-Huntsman of Blue Ridge Dennis Downing, asked me 
to come up and assist her that day. I was on cloud nine! Any 
moment that I could, I helped by jumping off my pony and 
getting a gate for her, or standing at a corner as another set of 
eyes. I knew that this would be a one time deal and I enjoyed 
every second. Well, I was wrong! The next Saturday I was asked 
up as well! I watched the hounds and listened as much as I 
could to the conversations around me so that I could understand 

My Whipper-In Story 
by Denya Leake, Blue Ridge Hunt, Clarke County, Virginia

Photos courtesy of Denya Leake 
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defeated by chance… but sometimes chance is on your side, 
and there is nothing more thrilling than to feel you are at 
the heart of the sport – the quarry has been sighted, hounds 
are running, your horse is on his game, and you are there. 
If you ever have the opportunity to ride with a whip, for 
sure say yes!

A horse that loves foxhunting can be your best ally – he 
listens for the hounds to open cry and instantly starts to 
dance. Once I started foxhunting seriously, I was lucky 
enough to have a saint of a pony named Happy Mouse. 
Every foxhunting day he would be sparkling white and 
ready to face any coop that I could show him. Before every 
coop and when the hounds started to speak, Happy would 
start doing his levade, a slight bounce off of the ground with 
his front end - never threatening to rear but too excited 
to not move his front feet! I had a few horses that liked 
foxhunting but never had the love for it like Happy Mouse, 
until my current horse Fearnought, who was born to be a 
foxhunter. 

Graduating to Fearnought, my love of whipping-in increased 
hugely. I hunted with Old Dominion Hounds for 3 years, 
as well as hunting behind highly skilled Huntsmen. Every 
Huntsman is different in how he casts his hounds, rewards 
his hounds, or encourages his hounds. Some huntsmen 
want to hear a whipper-in but never see them, yet others 
are the complete opposite and would rather see you than 
hear you. Blue Ridge has radios, like most hunts, but Old 
Dominion Hounds have never used radios. Oddly enough, 
the staff and hounds almost seem to work better without 
them. Don’t get me wrong - I have been quite lost and left 
behind many times, but every time that I found myself 
alone, I learned more from my mistakes. 

I’d like to share one of my favorite hunting days. I was on 
a smallish mare named Puffi n who was 16 hands high, 
but looked no bigger than 15 hands. She was quick and 
if you did not sit tight, you were separated from her very 
quickly (I learned the hard way when I hit the ground hard 
when she and I disagreed on which way we were going on 
landing after a coop one day!). I had never been in the area 
that we were hunting but hounds were absolutely fl ying. I 
took one path after the next, never really having more than 
a few seconds to think about it. Puffi n was fl ying, and with 
tears streaming down my face, all I could think of was: this 
is what perfection feels like! Hounds were screaming, my 
horse never took a wrong step, and we did not get lost! We 
galloped for 20 minutes in this picture perfect scene until 

we came to a sudden stop as the fox had gone to ground, 
fi nding safety in a covert pipe. 

I whipped-in to Old Dominion off and on for three seasons. 
The horses that whip-in never seem to be the ones that 
people think can handle it. We would go to Charles Town 
(our local racetrack) with an empty trailer and come back 
full with racehorses that did not seem to want to run. All 
summer we would work with them and let them get used 
to the noise of the hounds, tractors, cars, and the hunting 
horn. They would learn all their basic fl atwork and jumping 
and be through into being a staff horse in three months. 
Most of them turn out to be the most reliable horse to be 
on and knew their job with no hesitation. Of course, my 
favorite days were always on Fearnought but we did not tell 
the other horses I rode! Fearnought became the horse that 
was the jack of all trades. He became the most phenomenal 
whip’s horse, he was a huntsman’s horse, competes in 
eventing and I can ride him in the fi eld. No fence could 
stop him and even though he does not have the speed of a 
Thoroughbred (he is ½ Cleveland Bay/½ Thoroughbred), 
he could out jump anyone in the hunt fi eld and will last 
for hours. 

After college, I have returned to my home hunt of Blue 
Ridge and happily hunt once a week on Fearnought.
I plan on hunting with many more packs but never will 
I forget what all the huntsmen and hounds have taught 
me thus far:

“JUST KICK ON!”
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They say that good fences make good 
neighbours and certainly the Noble 
family on the 5th Line have always been 

good neighbours to the Hunt. Perhaps it’s in 
spite of the good fences bit, since we like to 
put coops in the fences and jump over them 
or have the gates in the fence line left open so 
we can go through them. In fact it’s fortunate 
for the Hunt that our good relations with the 
Nobles have survived because we got off to 
a very rocky start when TNYH fi rst hunted 
their neighbourhood in the late 80s.  Keen 
to make the country accessible and exciting 
to hunt, our huntsman, at the time quite 
inexperienced, installed coops throughout, 
merrily cutting wire fencing to suit with little 
or no consultation with the local farming 
families -- not at all the way to ingratiate 
ourselves with the community.  

As part of the 6th generation of 
Nobles farming in Mulmur, Cliff Noble 
had probably encountered stupider 
behaviour from newcomers before; 
so, characteristic of good farmers, he 
and his sons Dave and Lyle patiently, 
if exasperatedly, took the long view 
and the Hunt was given some chances 
to redeem itself. Not long after that 
inauspicious beginning, and rather 
surprisingly, Cliff, Dave and Lyle 
actually built a bunch of coops for 
the Hunt. Our Masters can be very 

persuasive. On one occasion Dave and 
Lyle even encouraged us to take down 
a rickety old fence to help us route a 
Hunter Pace attractively. “Go ahead 
and pull ‘er down,” said Dave, “We’ll 
just fi x it up properly after you’re all 
done.” Over the years of hunting in 
Mulmur, many a gate has been left 
open for us on a hunt morning, many 
lines of hot-wire turned off to keep us 
safe; all quietly looked after once the 
hunt is done.

During the winter, while our 
Huntsman is in Aiken with our 
hounds or at a distant hound show, it’s 
our own TNYH gates that Dave opens 
and closes. He watches for when the 
heating oil truck needs to get in, makes 
sure our long driveway is blown free of 
snow and, some years, goes in to check 
the house, feed the cats in the barn, 
and feed the deer in the yard. One 
particularly snowy winter, we had help 
from another neighbour who doted on 
our barn cats. Watchful that this kind 
woman, not young, would not have to 
trudge through snow drifts, Dave must 
have blown out our driveway thirty-
fi ve times! 

Heavy snow is no challenge for the 
big farm tractors, so landowners 
sometimes call on Dave or Lyle to haul 
cars out of the ditches. One blustery 
night, at dinner-time of course, Lyle 
got the call. In no time at all, he had 
pulled an extra-large CAA tow-truck 
out the ditch, then the pick-up that 
got stuck helping the car, then the 
car that was stuck and had called the 
CAA. You’d think that Lyle could have 
dined out on that story for months, 
but he probably didn’t. The Nobles are 

The Nobles of Mulmur                 
by Constance Boldt, 3 photos courtesy of the Noble Family

Cliff Noble, Walter Pady, MFH and Alice Noble, Cliff’s Wife.

Pete Noble’s pumpkins, grown especially for the Landowner’s Breakfast.
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generous and modest people. “Just 
being neighbourly,” grinned Lyle.

The Nobles of Mulmur descend 
from two brothers born in County 
Tyrone of Ireland who came to the 
township in 1842. Settling originally 
near today’s highway 89 and Airport 
Road, successive generations of 
Nobles gradually moved north to the 
top corner of Mulmur. One of four 
brothers, Cliff Noble bought the 150 
acre family farm on the 5th Line from 
his father. Brothers Elwin and Russell 
also farmed in the area.  Howard ran 
the general store in nearby Avening, 
gradually building up Howard Noble 
Insurance Limited, still a thriving 
business.  

By the 1980s the Toronto and North 
York Hunt, then based in Newmarket, 
was looking for new hunt country 
further from the ravages of developers. 
They discovered the fi elds and forests 
of Mulmur. In 1988 they bought the 
Noble Farm from Cliff Noble and his 
wife Alice where the couple had raised 
eight children. Alice and Cliff moved a 
little way up the 5th Line and continued 
to farm, while by arrangement with 
the Hunt, one of their sons Dave and 
his new bride Eveline lived in the 
Noble farmhouse which was on the 
newly acquired TNYH property and 
continued farming.  Dave’s brother 
Lyle and his family also settled on the 
5th Line and shared in the farming. 
Needing funds in the ‘90s, TNYH sold 
off the western 50 acres of the Noble 
Farm, unwisely cutting off our access 
to the 4th Line. Then in a ‘property 
juggle’ in 2002, the Hunt bought 46 
acres across the road and sold 55 acres 
of the original Noble Farm back to 
Dave and Eveline where they continue 
to live, the fourth generation of Nobles 
in that house.

It was during Cliff and Alice’s days that 
the tradition of the TNYH Landowners’ 
Breakfast began. Cliff was known to 
be highly respected in the community, 
so the Hunt hoped to have his help in 
establishing good relations with all our 
new neighbours. In 1990, the Masters 
proposed catering a big meal following 

a hunt in the fall season to which the 
Nobles would invite the surrounding 
landowners and many local friends and 
family. In the tradition of foxhunting, 
it was to be known as a ‘Breakfast’. 
The Hunt would pay for the affair 
which would be held in the large, airy 
drive-shed at the Noble Farm, cleared 
for the day of numerous pieces of 
farm machinery, large and small, and 
doubtless a few raccoons and a lot of 
cobwebs.  

Then a team of Nobles and Hunt 
members fi lled the drive-shed with 
tables and chairs borrowed from the 
Avening Community Centre (now one 
of the area’s cherished Small Halls). 
Paper off the big rolls from the Barrie 
Examiner newspaper covered the 
tables. Dave recalls one of the earliest 
of these Breakfasts beginning with 
the guests gathering in and around 
the front of the drive-shed, its giant 
doors standing wide open in welcome. 
Then in a fl ourish of theatrical drama, 
Cliff slid open the great rear doors of 
the shed revealing the Hunt in all its 
fi nery just returned home from the 
morning’s hunt. 

Unfortunately, Cliff Noble could only 
enjoy hosting Hunt Breakfasts for a 
few more years because he died in 
1993. In that year, the Landowners’ 
Breakfast was made a pot-luck meal. 
The substantial savings that yielded 
were donated in Cliff Noble’s name 
for the refurbishment of the Avening 
Community Centre. An instant 
success, the annual Landowners’ 

Breakfast typically hosted over 200 
guests. It continued to be held in the 
Noble’s drive-shed until about 2004 
when the Hunt built its clubhouse on 
the Hunt Kennel property across the 
road where the Breakfast is still held 
each autumn.  

Cliff’s wife Alice continued to be 
involved in the Landowners’ Breakfast 
until just a year or two before she died 
in her 89th year in June 2017. Even 
when the Breakfast was held at the 
Kennel property, Alice, though quite 
elderly, would attend. She would sit 
at the front doors with some Hunt 
members, welcoming her neighbours 
and friends and meeting some of the 
young folks new to her. Also, on Hunt 
mornings throughout the season, Alice 
could be seen at her picture window, 
waving to us as we rode past.

The joint effort of the annual 
Landowners’ Breakfast certainly 
helped build the bond between the 
Nobles and the Hunt. Eveline created 
and managed the vital mailing list for 
the event for many years before turning 
it over to a Hunt member. The Noble 
Families, Dave’s and Lyle’s, continued 
to have the pleasure of hosting their 
neighbours and friends while the 
Hunt had the pleasure of getting to 
know these landowners and hoping to 
impress upon them our goodwill and 
perhaps some of the fascination of our 
sport. At one of the Breakfasts on the 
Kennel property, where of course all 
the Nobles continued to attend, I was 

THE NOBLES OF MULMUR: 
Continues...
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chatting with Eveline. 
“Oh, I like being a guest!” 
she laughed, “but now 
I can never get the men 
to clean out that drive-
shed!”

Thanks to the 
Landowners’ Breakfast, 
the Hunt made another 
friend in the Noble 
family, Cliff’s brother 
Elwin, known to all as 
Pete. A life-long bachelor 
who farmed with the 
family all his life, Pete 
was a very shy man. 
Somehow the work 
party that preceded each 
Landowners’ Breakfast 
seemed to really bring 
Pete out of himself. 
Decorating the Noble 
Farm and especially that 
huge drive-shed was a big task, but 
Pete grew pumpkins especially for the 
day, and from a garden that was all his 
own, he brought armloads of gladiolas. 
Bashful about all the compliments he 
received, Pete seemed to love joining 
in. With Dave and Lyle, he cut dozens 
of cornstalks and hauled in countless 
bales of straw. Those work parties 
were my own introduction to both 
the Nobles and the Hunt, and I agreed 
with Pete, they were especially great 
fun.  At the end of the job, we had 
a big picnic deliciously provisioned 
by Eveline and TNYH Master Jane 
Pady. In gratitude for Pete’s years of 
help, the Hunt presented him with 
his own Muskoka chair to use at his 
little getaway cabin by Pete’s Pond. We 

were delighted to receive a thank-you 
letter from Pete shortly after, knowing 
that he was not a man to put pen to 
paper for just any little thing.

Today, Dave Noble farms approximately 
1000 acres in hay, fodder crops and 
wheat for people. He also raises beef 
cattle. Eveline manages the modern 
farm’s endless paperwork, prepares 
countless meals, and anchors the 
family household. For many years 
she did all this while holding down an 
off-farm job as well. They have three 
children, now young adults. Lyle, 
who also has an off-farm job, farms 
about 300 acres and raises cattle, too. 
Lyle has three young adult children. 
Even this 8th generation of Nobles, 

all six of them, formed 
early relations with the 
Hunt while they were 
children.  They ‘walked’ 
puppies ... well, actually 
chased around hound 
puppies every summer 
for our Huntsman.  

One last anecdote in 
my Hunt-Noble story: 
When Ros Balding, now 
our Huntsman, arrived 
from England with her 
family in the spring 
of 2014, they were 
expecting a shipping 
container with all 
their belongings to be 
delivered at the crack of 
dawn.  They had been 
told in no uncertain 
terms that it had to be 
emptied immediately 

so the trucker could take the empty 
container back. I asked Dave and Lyle 
if their boys Michael, Jeremy and 
Nick could be hired to help unload. 
“Oh sure, probably,” says Dave. He’d 
ask them. My husband Michael and I 
headed over to the Kennels early on 
the appointed delivery day, earlier than 
the critical time. Strangely, we met a 
huge truck heading out the driveway. 
In the house, we found Dave and Lyle, 
Dave’s brother-in-law John, Nick and 
another young fellow (Jeremy and 
Michael couldn’t miss work) standing 
in a living room piled high with boxes, 
chatting with Ros and her family. 
“Oh,” says Dave amiably, “We saw the 
truck arrive early, so we just headed 
over here to help out.”  

L to R: Russell Noble, Alice Noble,
a Landowner, Cliff Noble, and Pete Noble
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T oronto and North York Hunt”? Our name 
utterly fails to describe us. We certainly 
aren’t in Toronto, though our 19th century 

forebears kept a pack of hounds downtown, nor 
in the old federal riding of York North (including 
Newmarket, King, and Aurora) where our 20th 
century forebears rode. Our escape from galloping 
suburbia began in 1988 when our club purchased 
land in Mulmur. The word “hunt” in our name is 
also misleading, because most of us riders are not 
really hunting. We say we are “following hounds” 
or “riding to hounds” but it would be more accurate 
to say we are following a lead rider. He or she is 
called the “Field Master,” and is one of our senior 
members, whose job it is to keep us well back from 
the actual hunters, which are several dozen hounds 
managed by our professional Huntsman Rosslyn 
Balding. Because I’m fond of history, I’m glad our 
club has kept this awkward old name, even though 
something like the Countryside Appreciation Club 
or Lovers of Horses and Landscape would describe 
us better. 

The foundation of our sport 
is, quite literally, the great 
outdoors. If you want to sail, 
you need a  lake or ocean, and 
if you want to follow a pack of 
hounds, you need many acres 
of farmers’ fi elds and woodlots. 
The comparison works at two 
levels: trivial and sublime. Yes, 
a boat fl oats on a body of water, 
but it is the ineffable beauty of 
water, its magical refl ections 
and motion, that casts a spell 
upon the human spirit. I was 
raised in a house built on a 
beach because I had a mother 
for whom closeness to ocean 
was essential. Yes, cornfi elds 
and woodland are needed for our 
sport because only there do hounds 
have a chance at fi nding the scent of 
their quarry, but I am not personally 
in the country for the sake of their 
hunting. What my souI craves is the 
experience  –  sight, sound, smell   –  
of those glacier-smoothed hills rolling 
off toward Georgian Bay, these purple 
asters blooming next to goldenrod, this 
single, gnarly, haunted beech. 

Silly me, I’ve left out the horses. I do 
love to ride. And the handsome mounts 

my companions are on certainly 
make a pleasant sight, whether they 
are milling about before we start or 
galloping away in the distance. Now in 
my 70s, I choose to follow at a leisurely 
pace, trusting to my stolid bay Frankie 
to catch up eventually. Ah, my dear 
horse, now there’s another certifi ed 
lover of landscape. No doubt about 
it, and quite aside from his delight 
in snacking, Frankie appreciates the 
restorative quality of forest trails 
and open spaces quite as much as I 
do. Both of us enjoy watching the 

organized chaos of hounds at 
work, which provides a focal 
point for our going and our 
stopping. I can practically hear 
my horse saying to himself, 
“Aha, for this I was born.”

You may think that comparing 
sailing to riding across 
countryside is a weak analogy, 
because no one owns the 
water. Well, not quite true. 
Lake Ontario is sliced in half by 
an invisible dotted line which, 
if I cross it, a U.S. offi cial will 
treat as very real indeed as 
he grimly demands to see my 
passport.  Our peculiar sport is 

likewise governed by boundary lines 
which are registered with the Master of 
Foxhounds Association (MFHA). That 
organization was formed in 1907 after 
some wealthy New York horsemen 
brought their hounds to hunt through 
farmland in Virginia that was already 
being hunted by local foxhunters. 
Under the MFHA rules, no club can 
hunt outside of its territory. Back in 
1933 when golfi ng members of the old 
Toronto Hunt parted ways from the 
mounted sportswomen and sportsmen, 

Love of Territory & Country
by Polly Winsor

”

Photo by Greg Hoit

Photo by Cat
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hounds had already been split into two 
packs, George Beardmore’s drag pack, 
which was kenneled at the corner of 
Eglinton Avenue and Avenue Road, 
and the “North York” group, kenneled 
on Yonge Street in Aurora. The newly 
incorporated TNYH registered its 
territory as bounded on the south 
by the King Road across through 
Goodwood, leaving land to the south 
and west for the club that would later 
become the Eglinton and Caledon 
Hunt. After we moved to Mulmur, 
TNYH duly registered an expansion 
of our territory, the northern 
boundary shifting from Innisfi l up to 
Georgian Bay. 

You are right, though. My comparison 
to sailing was lame, because within 
Canadian waters, I can go where 
the wind takes me, whereas within 
our registered territory, we would be 
confi ned to the scrap of land we own 
(less than a hundred acres) and the 
public roads, unless other property 
owners allowed us onto their land. It 
is an extraordinary kindness they do 
allow us, for which we could never 
thank them enough. As their guests, 
we are careful to give landowners 
no cause to regret their permission. 
I fi nd it so extraordinary that we are 
welcomed onto private land that I 
have been asking current and former 
leaders of our club, how did this come 
about? Who invited us, and why? 

For the country around our kennels, 
on the 5th line of Mulmur westward 
toward the 1st, the story began 
very soon after we sold our Aurora 
property. We moved our kennels to 
Newmarket but continued to hunt 
in King, Nobleton, and Uxbridge. 
Yet our leaders, including Michael 
Sifton, John Elder, and Walter Pady, 
foresaw the loss of our traditional 
country and started to search for land.  
So besides building a new kennel 
and clubhouse on Dufferin Street in 
Newmarket, senior MFH Walter Pady 
led the search for land to purchase 
much further north. The Noble farm 
came with the priceless asset of Cliff 
Noble’s enthusiastic welcome. He and 
his wife Alice had deep roots in the 
Creemore area and it was thanks to 
their endorsement and tireless work 
that so many of their neighbours 
allowed us to ride across their land. 
Jane (Panneton ) Pady MFH developed 
close friendships with the Nobles and 
others.  Together they turned a farm 
shed into a party barn where an annual 
Landowners’ Breakfast (a lunch after 
the morning hunt) became a cherished 
local tradition.

The story of our gaining the trust and 
friendship of land owners in Maxwell 
and Feversham exposes another 
dimension of out distinctive sport. 
The English position of foxhunting 
includes careful attention to protocol 
and costume, which makes us look 
like something out of a 19th C print 

or a British TV series. Crowds line 
the main street of Creemore to watch 
us parade through town. I spoke to 
Gael Ticknor, a much loved teacher 
in the Grey Highlands High School, 

about her reaction to seeing us. She 
recalls that when she fi rst heard that 
TNYH hoped to ride in Osprey, she 
was “absolutely thrilled and anxious 
to promote the idea.” She loved the 
fact that we are following “a page of 
an old script.” Gael communicated her 
excitement to her neighbours, many of 
whom were former pupils or parents 
of former pupils. Dan Graham and Jim 
and Jeremy Hanley not only opened 
their own land to us but encouraged 
their friends to welcome us as well. 
Gael Ticknor says “For me, the arrival 
TNYH was a highlight of my life.” For 
us, the feeling is mutual. The welcome 
she brokered for us with owners of 
Ontario countryside was a highlight in 
the history of TNYH. 

Photo by Cat

Photo by Cat

Photo by Cat

LOVE OF TERRITORY & COUNTRY
Continues...
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Members of TNYH are equestrians 
of varying skill levels and ages 
who enjoy a day out together, 

following a pack of foxhounds while riding 
horseback. Members of ‘the fi eld’ enjoy 
the thrill of following the hounds across 
farmland and through forests on the heels 
of the Field Master, who is following the 
Huntsman, the person actually managing 
the hounds as they hunt.

We always have a non-jumping group 
(known as ‘Hilltoppers’) and often have a 
group for people who would rather only 
walk or trot (known as the ‘Leisure Field’). 
Consequently, there is a place for virtually 
every rider to enjoy the day!

We ride to hounds every Wednesday and 
Saturday from mid-April to the end of 
May, and from mid-August to the end of 
November. Through the kind generosity 
of landowners, we are able to ride in and 
around Creemore, Mulmur, Singhampton, 
Dunedin, Maxwell, Feversham, and 
Thornbury.

Guests and new members are welcome! 
Those giving foxhunting a try for the 
fi rst time are always paired with an 
experienced member to guide you through 
the day. Rides are typically three hours 
in duration, followed by a well-deserved 
Hunt Breakfast at which we share stories 
of the day, laughter and camaraderie. We 
also have many social events throughout 
the year such as Gourmet Hacks, Hunter 
Paces, Hunter Chases, a Hunt Ball and a 
Holiday Season Party.

Come on out and give foxhunting a try! 
For more details, visit our website at www.
TNYH.Horse, follow us on Facebook, email 
us at info@TNYH.Horse, or call/text at 
416-998-6078. 

About TNYH:  We are one of the oldest clubs 
in Canada, founded in 1843 as the Toronto 
Hunt. It began in the City of Toronto and 
moved fi rst to the Scarborough Bluffs and 
later to Aurora and Newmarket. Today, 
our kennels, stable and huntsman’s house 
are located in the rolling hills of Mulmur, 
between Mansfi eld and Creemore.

www.TNYH.Horse

Give Toronto & North York Hunt a Try!
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At the time I was a confi rmed city-
boy, but love will take you down 
unforeseen roads.

A few years later we moved to the 
country.

So far, so good.

Then came the phone call.

“I’m out in Port Hope, looking at 
that horse we talked about.”

We did?

She went on to describe this steed 
in great detail.

She might as well have been talking 
in Greek, until she hit upon the one 
bit that I could relate to.

“He’s only $4,000. What do you 
think?”

I was thinking about a new car and 
a trip to France,

so the cost of wifely, equestrian 
happiness, seemed like a bargain.

“Sounds great!” I enthused.

A week later Paddington turned up.

I was still none the wiser, but the 
mood around around our home 
became buoyant.

The best four thou’ I ever spent.

Over the years that followed, the 
mood of our household fl uctuated 
depending on recent equine 
behaviour.

“That horse is an idiot!”

“Today was magical!”

“My instructor says I’m really 
getting it!”

I felt that I was getting it as well.

It turned out the original price didn’t 
include stable, hay, vet fees and 
shoes. Shoes were $300 a month 
and they weren’t Ferragamos.

Then we got a great deal on a trailer. 
I postponed the new car.

I was now a horseman, in name at 
least.

While I have never taken up riding, 
I‘ve placed at the annual hunter 
pace event, three years in a row. My 
technique is to beg to belatedly join 
a team that seems likely to make 
the podium. I don’t make my move 
until the actual riding part is over 
and the wine is fl owing. So far, it’s 
worked like a charm and I have the 
ribbons to prove it.

So I fi nally get why the Queen does 
it.

A pleasant way to spend a day, great 
parties and a wall full of awards.

Andrew Clarke, Owner.

Horse Ownership 101
by Andrew Clarke, Horseowner

The Queen is a horse owner.

So am I.

I didn’t see it coming.

Almost twenty years ago, I sat spellbound, as my wife-to-be  
told me the story of her brave little horse. It was more than 
Disney could conjure. Flowing manes, the hunt galloping 
across meadows in the crisp autumn air, fl ying over fences. The 
images were vivid. The quest was heroic.
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CREEKSIDE COLLINGWOOD
Four bedroom Monterey home, 
complete with many upgrades, finished 
basement and a 50ft lot.
$384,900  MLS® 20131053
Call LeeAnn Matthews* 705 446 8688

BLUE MOUNTAIN CHALETTT
Literally across the road from the ski 
hill. Over 4000 sq ft, five bedrooms 
plus loft.
$889,000  MLS® 20125159
Call LeeAnn Matthews* 705 446 8688

LIFESTYL
Park-like lot with views of ski hills & 
backs onto 14 acres of parkland!
Custom built open concept!
$699,900  MLS® 20130691
Call Vicki Bell** 705-446-4539

Updated Edwardian in Creemore! 4 
Bedroom, Modern living with all of the
character of yesteryear.
$359,900  MLS® 20126255
Call Vicki Bell** 705-446-4539

Immaculate 3 bedroom in a fantastic 
Collingwood neighbourhood. Deep 
town lot backs on to trail. 
$245,000  MLS® 20126167
Call Wispy Boivin* 705-888-7212

RFRONT LIVING
Luxurious waterfront living with a great 
feeling of space with a spectacular 
views.
$479,000  MLS® 20124066
Call Karen E. Willison* 705-888-0075

CREEKSIDE COLLINGWOOD
Four bedroom Monterey home, 
complete with many upgrades, finished 
basement and a 50ft lot.
$384,900  MLS® 20131053
Call LeeAnn Matthews* 705 446 8688

BLUE MOUNTAIN CHALETTT
Literally across the road from the ski 
hill. Over 4000 sq ft, five bedrooms 
plus loft.
$889,000  MLS® 20125159
Call LeeAnn Matthews* 705 446 8688

LIFESTYLE AT BLUEAA
Park-like lot with views of ski hills & 
backs onto 14 acres of parkland!
Custom built open concept!
$699,900  MLS® 20130691
Call Vicki Bell** 705-446-4539

CREEMORE CHARM
Updated Edwardian in Creemore! 4 
Bedroom, Modern living with all of the
character of yesteryear.
$359,900  MLS® 20126255
Call Vicki Bell** 705-446-4539

ADM
Imma
Collin
town 
$245
Call W

124427
andra Tait* TT 705-444-4611

WASAGA WW WAWW TERFRONTAA
Beautifully appointed semi-detached 
4 bedroom 3 and half bath with 
swimming pool on sandy Wasaga 
Beach.
$699,888  MLS® 20130897
Call Josh Dolan** 705-446-8404

SKI SEASON GEM
1900 sq ft 5 bed country home in 
desirable neighbourhood close to 
Thornbury.
$350,000  MLS® 20130622
Call Julia Hinds* 705 351-8838

DGE!
ous 4 bedroom home. 

3,200 Sq ft, 4 gourmet kitchen, main 
floor master, landscaped grounds.rr
$679,000  MLS® 20131004
Call Jim Hanna* 705-441-5272

51
Wiles** 647-839-9582

CRANBERRY VILLAGE
This 2 bedroom Cranberry Glen condo 
is cheery & bright; it comes furnished. 
Ready to move in!!
$118,500  MLS® 20130304
Call Sheila Shepherd* 705-441-6085

FIVEACREHOME.COM
Great family home on private 5 acre 
wooded property in Collingwood. Close 
to all amenities.
$399,000  MLS® 20131132
Call Steve Simon* 705-994-2353

T BLUE
h views of ski hills & 
cres of parkland!
en concept!
S® 20130691
705-446-4539

CREEMORE CHARM
Updated Edwardian in Creemore! 4 
Bedroom, Modern living with all of the
character of yesteryear.
$359,900  MLS® 20126255
Call Vicki Bell** 705-446-4539

ews, great design and 
well presented. 
$399,000  MLS® 20130082
Call Rod MacAlpine* 519-372-7737

PRIME LOCATION!AA
Fabulous century home completely 
updated. Gourmet kitchen, private 
master with w/o to terrace.
$479,900  MLS® 20130285
Call Doug Beaumont** 705-606-1046

BRICK BUNGALOW
2 Bedrooms, outskirts of town on quiet 
dead end street. 1,470 Sq ft, detached 
20 x 50 shop.
$279,000  MLS® 20130208
Call Ian Hawkins** 705-446-5136

WASAGA WW WAWW TERFRONTAA
Beautifully appointed semi-detached 
4 bedroom 3 and half bath with 
swimming pool on sandy Wasaga 
Beach.
$699,888  MLS® 20130897
Call Josh Dolan** 705-446-8404

SKI SEASON GEM
1900 sq ft 5 bed country home in 
desirable neighbourhood close to 
Thornbury.
$350,000  MLS® 20130622
Call Julia Hinds* 705 351-8838

CREEKSIDE COLLINGWOOD
Four bedroom Monterey home, 
complete with many upgrades, finished 
basement and a 50ft lot.
$384,900  MLS® 20131053
Call LeeAnn Matthews* 705 446 8688

BLUE MOUNTAIN CHALETTT
Literally across the road from the ski 
hill. Over 4000 sq ft, five bedrooms 
plus loft.
$889,000  MLS® 20125159
Call LeeAnn Matthews* 705 446 8688

LORARR BAYAA  LOY T
Building lot on Sunset Blvd at Lora Bay; 
build your dream retirement home on 
this generous lot.
$139,000   MLS® 20126384
Call Doug Lindsay* 705-441-0850

COZY BY UNGALOW
2 bed, 1bath bungalow between 
Collingwood & Wasaga. Large 188’ x 
281’ x irreg lot. Natural gas fireplace.
$159,000  MLS® 20131126
Call Greg WeeWW ks* 705-606-0183

MEAFORD GOLF COURSE
4 year old 3+1 bedroom, 2 bath, open 
concept raised bungalow features 
double car garage, large rear yard
$299,900  MLS® 20126207
Call Phyllis hh Dineen* 705-445-5520 Ext 406

PRICE REDUCED!!
Sellers motivated! extensively 
renovated 2 bedroom bungalow in 
town, close to hospital and schools.
$213,000 MLS® 20130171
Call Phyhh llis Dineen* 705-445-5520 Ext 406

FULLY FULL RNISHED
Nestled amongst trees, 3 bed, 2 bath 
chalet, gas heat, central air, backs onto rr
Georgian Trail.
$449,900  MLS® 20123662
Call Rick Crouch** 705-443-1037

CRANBERRY LUXURY
Completely upgraded, turn key end 
unit, 1854 sq ft 4 bedroom 2 bath, views 
of Osler Bluffs. A must see!
$269,900  MLS® 20130551
Call Richard Wiles** 647-839-9582

CRANBERRY VILLAS
2 bed / 2 bath Gas Forced, central 
Air included & Gas Fire place. Spell 
“VALUE”!!!VV
$134,900  MLS® 20131164
Call Sheila Shepherd* 705-441-6085

CRANBERRY VILLAGE
This 2 bedroom Cranberry Glen condo 
is cheery & bright; it comes furnished. 
Ready to move in!!
$118,500  MLS® 20130304
Call Sheila Shepherd* 705-441-6085

FIVEACREHOME.COM
Great family home on private 5 acre 
wooded property in Collingwood. Close 
to all amenities.
$399,000  MLS® 20131132
Call Steve Simon* 705-994-2353

LIFESTYLE AT BLUEAA
Park-like lot with views of ski hills & 
backs onto 14 acres of parkland!
Custom built open concept!
$699,900  MLS® 20130691
Call Vicki Bell** 705-446-4539

CREEMORE CHARM
Updated Edwardian in Creemore! 4 
Bedroom, Modern living with all of the
character of yesteryear.
$359,900  MLS® 20126255
Call Vicki Bell** 705-446-4539

ADMIRAL DISTRICT
Immaculate 3 bedroom in a fantastic 
Collingwood neighbourhood. Deep 
town lot backs on to trail. 
$245,000  MLS® 20126167
Call Wispy Boivin* 705-888-7212

FABULOUS VIEW OF BAYAA
Lovely ranch bungalow with 
commanding views, great design and 
well presented. 
$399,000 MLS® 20130082
Call Rod MacAlpine* 519-372-7737

BLUE MOUNTAIN CONDOTT
Ground level condo in Historic 
Snowbridge. 2 bedroom, 2 bath makes 
perfect vacation home!
$259,000  MLS® 20124427
Call Cassandra Tait* TT 705-444-4611

SPECTACULAR CHALET!TT
Spacious 5 bedrooms, great 
entertaining spaces. Chef’s kitchen, 
fabulous wood floors through out.
$649,900  MLS® 20130650
Call Doug Beaumont** 705-606-1046

PRIME LOCATION!AA
Fabulous century home completely 
updated. Gourmet kitchen, private 
master with w/o to terrace.
$479,900  MLS® 20130285
Call Doug Beaumont** 705-606-1046

SIERRA WOODLANDS
Excellent location & Stunning views 
from this 4 BR, 4 bath town-home, 
perfect for entertaining.
$619,000  MLS® 20130450
Call Doug Linton* 705-444-9643

BRICK BUNGALOW
2 Bedrooms, outskirts of town on quiet 
dead end street. 1,470 Sq ft, detached 
20 x 50 shop.
$279,000  MLS® 20130208
Call Ian Hawkins** 705-446-5136

WASAGA WW WAWW TERFRONTAA
Beautifully appointed semi-detached 
4 bedroom 3 and half bath with 
swimming pool on sandy Wasaga 
Beach.
$699,888  MLS® 20130897
Call Josh Dolan** 705-446-8404

SKI SEASON GEM
1900 sq ft 5 bed country home in 
desirable neighbourhood close to 
Thornbury.
$350,000  MLS® 20130622
Call Julia Hinds* 705 351-8838

WAWW TERFRONT LIVINGAA
Luxurious waterfront living with a great 
feeling of space with a spectacular 
views.
$479,000  MLS® 20124066
Call Karen E. Willison* 705-888-0075

CREEKSIDE COLLINGWOOD
Four bedroom Monterey home, 
complete with many upgrades, finished 
basement and a 50ft lot.
$384,900  MLS® 20131053
Call LeeAnn Matthews* 705 446 8688

BLUE MOUNTAIN CHALETTT
Literally across the road from the ski 
hill. Over 4000 sq ft, five bedrooms 
plus loft.
$889,000  MLS® 20125159
Call LeeAnn Matthews* 705 446 8688

LORARR BAYAA  LOY T
Building lot on Sunset Blvd at Lora Bay; 
build your dream retirement home on 
this generous lot.
$139,000   MLS® 20126384
Call Doug Lindsay* 705-441-0850

NIPISSING RIDGE!
Prestigious 4 bedroom home. 
3,200 Sq ft, 4 gourmet kitchen, main 
floor master, landscaped grounds.rr
$679,000  MLS® 20131004
Call Jim Hanna* 705-441-5272

COZY BY UNGALOW
2 bed, 1bath bungalow between 
Collingwood & Wasaga. Large 188’ x 
281’ x irreg lot. Natural gas fireplace.
$159,000  MLS® 20131126
Call Greg WeeWW ks* 705-606-0183

MEAFORD GOLF COURSE
4 year old 3+1 bedroom, 2 bath, open 
concept raised bungalow features 
double car garage, large rear yard
$299,900  MLS® 20126207
Call Phyllis h Dineen* 705-445-5520 Ext 406

PRICE REDUCED!!
Sellers motivated! extensively 
renovated 2 bedroom bungalow in 
town, close to hospital and schools.
$213,000 MLS® 20130171
Call Phyhh llis Dineen* 705-445-5520 Ext 406

FULLY FULL RNISHED
Nestled amongst trees, 3 bed, 2 bath 
chalet, gas heat, central air, backs onto rr
Georgian Trail.
$449,900  MLS® 20123662
Call Rick Crouch** 705-443-1037

CRANBERRY LUXURY
Completely upgraded, turn key end 
unit, 1854 sq ft 4 bedroom 2 bath, views 
of Osler Bluffs. A must see!
$269,900  MLS® 20130551
Call Richard Wiles** 647-839-9582

CRANBERRY VILLAS
2 bed / 2 bath Gas Forced, central 
Air included & Gas Fire place. Spell 
“VALUE”!!!VV
$134,900  MLS® 20131164
Call Sheila Shepherd* 705-441-6085

CRANBERRY VILLAGE
This 2 bedroom Cranberry Glen condo 
is cheery & bright; it comes furnished. 
Ready to move in!!
$118,500  MLS® 20130304
Call Sheila Shepherd* 705-441-6085

FIVEACREHOME.COM
Great family home on private 5 acre 
wooded property in Collingwood. Close 
to all amenities.
$399,000  MLS® 20131132
Call Steve Simon* 705-994-2353

LIFESTYLE AT BLUEAA
Park-like lot with views of ski hills & 
backs onto 14 acres of parkland!
Custom built open concept!
$699,900  MLS® 20130691
Call Vicki Bell** 705-446-4539

CREEMORE CHARM
Updated Edwardian in Creemore! 4 
Bedroom, Modern living with all of the
character of yesteryear.
$359,900  MLS® 20126255
Call Vicki Bell** 705-446-4539

ADMIRAL DISTRICT
Immaculate 3 bedroom in a fantastic 
Collingwood neighbourhood. Deep 
town lot backs on to trail. 
$245,000  MLS® 20126167
Call Wispy Boivin* 705-888-7212

FABULOUS VIEW OF BAYAA
Lovely ranch bungalow with 
commanding views, great design and 
well presented. 
$399,000 MLS® 20130082
Call Rod MacAlpine* 519-372-7737

BLUE MOUNTAIN CONDOTT
Ground level condo in Historic 
Snowbridge. 2 bedroom, 2 bath makes 
perfect vacation home!
$259,000  MLS® 20124427
Call Cassandra Tait* TT 705-444-4611

SPECTACULAR CHALET!TT
Spacious 5 bedrooms, great 
entertaining spaces. Chef’s kitchen, 
fabulous wood floors through out.
$649,900  MLS® 20130650
Call Doug Beaumont** 705-606-1046

PRIME LOCATION!AA
Fabulous century home completely 
updated. Gourmet kitchen, private 
master with w/o to terrace.
$479,900  MLS® 20130285
Call Doug Beaumont** 705-606-1046

SIERRA WOODLANDS
Excellent location & Stunning views 
from this 4 BR, 4 bath town-home, 
perfect for entertaining.
$619,000  MLS® 20130450
Call Doug Linton* 705-444-9643

BRICK BUNGALOW
2 Bedrooms, outskirts of town on quiet 
dead end street. 1,470 Sq ft, detached 
20 x 50 shop.
$279,000  MLS® 20130208
Call Ian Hawkins** 705-446-5136

WASAGA WW WAWW TERFRONTAA
Beautifully appointed semi-detached 
4 bedroom 3 and half bath with 
swimming pool on sandy Wasaga 
Beach.
$699,888  MLS® 20130897
Call Josh Dolan** 705-446-8404

SKI SEASON GEM
1900 sq ft 5 bed country home in 
desirable neighbourhood close to 
Thornbury.
$350,000  MLS® 20130622
Call Julia Hinds* 705 351-8838

WAWW TERFRONT LIVINGAA
Luxurious waterfront living with a great 
feeling of space with a spectacular 
views.
$479,000  MLS® 20124066
Call Karen E. Willison* 705-888-0075

CREEKSIDE COLLINGWOOD
Four bedroom Monterey home, 
complete with many upgrades, finished 
basement and a 50ft lot.
$384,900  MLS® 20131053
Call LeeAnn Matthews* 705 446 8688

BLUE MOUNTAIN CHALETTT
Literally across the road from the ski 
hill. Over 4000 sq ft, five bedrooms 
plus loft.
$889,000  MLS® 20125159
Call LeeAnn Matthews* 705 446 8688

LORARR BAYAA  LOY T
Building lot on Sunset Blvd at Lora Bay; 
build your dream retirement home on 
this generous lot.
$139,000   MLS® 20126384
Call Doug Lindsay* 705-441-0850

NIPISSING RIDGE!
Prestigious 4 bedroom home. 
3,200 Sq ft, 4 gourmet kitchen, main 
floor master, landscaped grounds.rr
$679,000  MLS® 20131004
Call Jim Hanna* 705-441-5272

COZY BY UNGALOW
2 bed, 1bath bungalow between 
Collingwood & Wasaga. Large 188’ x 
281’ x irreg lot. Natural gas fireplace.
$159,000  MLS® 20131126
Call Greg WeeWW ks* 705-606-0183

MEAFORD GOLF COURSE
4 year old 3+1 bedroom, 2 bath, open 
concept raised bungalow features 
double car garage, large rear yard
$299,900  MLS® 20126207
Call Phyllis h Dineen* 705-445-5520 Ext 406

PRICE REDUCED!!
Sellers motivated! extensively 
renovated 2 bedroom bungalow in 
town, close to hospital and schools.
$213,000  MLS® 20130171
Call Phyhh llis Dineen* 705-445-5520 Ext 406

CRANBERRY LUXURY
Completely upgraded, turn key end 
unit, 1854 sq ft 4 bedroom 2 bath, views 
of Osler Bluffs. A must see!
$269,900  MLS® 20130551
Call Richard Wiles** 647-839-9582

CRANBERRY VILLAGE
This 2 bedroom Cranberry Glen condo 
is cheery & bright; it comes furnished. 
Ready to move in!!
$118,500  MLS® 20130304
Call Sheila Shepherd* 705-441-6085

FIVEACREHOME.COM
Great family home on private 5 acre 
wooded property in Collingwood. Close 
to all amenities.
$399,000  MLS® 20131132
Call Steve Simon* 705-994-2353

LIFESTYLE AT BLUEAA
Park-like lot with views of ski hills & 
backs onto 14 acres of parkland!
Custom built open concept!
$699,900  MLS® 20130691
Call Vicki Bell** 705-446-4539

CREEMORE CHARM
Updated Edwardian in Creemore! 4 
Bedroom, Modern living with all of the
character of yesteryear.
$359,900  MLS® 20126255
Call Vicki Bell** 705-446-4539

FABULOUS VIEW OF BAYAA
Lovely ranch bungalow with 
commanding views, great design and 
well presented. 
$399,000  MLS® 20130082
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WASAGA WW WAWW TERFRONTAA
Beautifully appointed semi-detached 
4 bedroom 3 and half bath with 
swimming pool on sandy Wasaga 
Beach.
$699,888  MLS® 20130897
Call Josh Dolan** 705-446-8404

SKI SEASON GEM
1900 sq ft 5 bed country home in 
desirable neighbourhood close to 
Thornbury.
$350,000  MLS® 20130622
Call Julia Hinds* 705 351-8838

CREEKSIDE COLLINGWOOD
Four bedroom Monterey home, 
complete with many upgrades, finished 
basement and a 50ft lot.
$384,900  MLS® 20131053
Call LeeAnn Matthews* 705 446 8688

BLUE MOUNTAIN CHALETTT
Literally across the road from the ski 
hill. Over 4000 sq ft, five bedrooms 
plus loft.
$889,000  MLS® 20125159
Call LeeAnn Matthews* 705 446 8688

COZY BY UNGALOW
2 bed, 1bath bungalow between 
Collingwood & Wasaga. Large 188’ x 
281’ x irreg lot. Natural gas fireplace.
$159,000  MLS® 20131126
Call Greg WeeWW ks* 705-606-0183
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Completely upgraded, turn key end 
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Updated Edwardian in Creemore! 4 
Bedroom, Modern living with all of the
character of yesteryear.
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Immaculate 3 bedroom in a fantastic 
Collingwood neighbourhood. Deep 
town lot backs on to trail. 
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Call Wispy Boivin* 705-888-7212

FABULOUS VIEW OF BAYAA
Lovely ranch bungalow with 
commanding views, great design and 
well presented. 
$399,000  MLS® 20130082

SIERRA WOODLANDS
Excellent location & Stunning views 
from this 4 BR, 4 bath town-home, 
perfect for entertaining.
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BRICK BUNGALOW
2 Bedrooms, outskirts of town on quiet 
dead end street. 1,470 Sq ft, detached 
20 x 50 shop.
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Luxurious waterfront living with a great 
feeling of space with a spectacular 
views.
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CREEKSIDE COLLINGWOOD
Four bedroom Monterey home, 
complete with many upgrades, finished 
basement and a 50ft lot.
$384,900  MLS® 20131053
Call LeeAnn Matthews* 705 446 8688

BLUE MOUNTAIN CHALETTT
Literally across the road from the ski 
hill. Over 4000 sq ft, five bedrooms 
plus loft.
$889,000  MLS® 20125159
Call LeeAnn Matthews* 705 446 8688

COZY BY UNGALOW
2 bed, 1bath bungalow between 
Collingwood & Wasaga. Large 188’ x 
281’ x irreg lot. Natural gas fireplace.
$159,000  MLS® 20131126

CRANBERRY LUXURY
Completely upgraded, turn key end 
unit, 1854 sq ft 4 bedroom 2 bath, views 
of Osler Bluffs. A must see!
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2 bed / 2 bath Gas Forced, central 
Air included & Gas Fire place. Spell 
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LIFESTYLE AT BLUEAA
Park-like lot with views of ski hills & 
backs onto 14 acres of parkland!
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Bedroom, Modern living with all of the
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Excellent location & Stunning views 
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unit, 1854 sq ft 4 bedroom 2 bath, views 
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is cheery & bright; it comes furnished. 
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FIVEACREHOME.COM
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wooded property in Collingwood. Close 
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LIFESTYLE AT BLUEAA
Park-like lot with views of ski hills & 
backs onto 14 acres of parkland!
Custom built open concept!
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CREEMORE CHARM
Updated Edwardian in Creemore! 4 
Bedroom, Modern living with all of the
character of yesteryear.
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Lovely ranch bungalow with 
commanding views, great design and 
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PRIME LOCATION!AA
Fabulous century home completely 
updated. Gourmet kitchen, private 
master with w/o to terrace.
$479,900  MLS® 20130285
Call Doug Beaumont** 705-606-1046

BRICK BUNGALOW
2 Bedrooms, outskirts of town on quiet 
dead end street. 1,470 Sq ft, detached 
20 x 50 shop.
$279,000  MLS® 20130208
Call Ian Hawkins** 705-446-5136

WASAGA WW WAWW TERFRONTAA
Beautifully appointed semi-detached 
4 bedroom 3 and half bath with 
swimming pool on sandy Wasaga 
Beach.
$699,888  MLS® 20130897
Call Josh Dolan** 705-446-8404

SKI SEASON GEM
1900 sq ft 5 bed country home in 
desirable neighbourhood close to 
Thornbury.
$350,000  MLS® 20130622
Call Julia Hinds* 705 351-8838

CREEKSIDE COLLINGWOOD
Four bedroom Monterey home, 
complete with many upgrades, finished 
basement and a 50ft lot.
$384,900  MLS® 20131053
Call LeeAnn Matthews* 705 446 8688

BLUE MOUNTAIN CHALETTT
Literally across the road from the ski 
hill. Over 4000 sq ft, five bedrooms 
plus loft.
$889,000  MLS® 20125159
Call LeeAnn Matthews* 705 446 8688

LORARR BAYAA  LOY T
Building lot on Sunset Blvd at Lora Bay; 
build your dream retirement home on 
this generous lot.
$139,000   MLS® 20126384
Call Doug Lindsay* 705-441-0850

COZY BY UNGALOW
2 bed, 1bath bungalow between 
Collingwood & Wasaga. Large 188’ x 
281’ x irreg lot. Natural gas fireplace.
$159,000  MLS® 20131126
Call Greg WeeWW ks* 705-606-0183

MEAFORD GOLF COURSE
4 year old 3+1 bedroom, 2 bath, open 
concept raised bungalow features 
double car garage, large rear yard
$299,900  MLS® 20126207
Call Phyllis hh Dineen* 705-445-5520 Ext 406

PRICE REDUCED!!
Sellers motivated! extensively 
renovated 2 bedroom bungalow in 
town, close to hospital and schools.
$213,000  MLS® 20130171
Call Phyhh llis Dineen* 705-445-5520 Ext 406

FULLY FULL RNISHED
Nestled amongst trees, 3 bed, 2 bath 
chalet, gas heat, central air, backs onto rr
Georgian Trail.
$449,900  MLS® 20123662
Call Rick Crouch** 705-443-1037

CRANBERRY LUXURY
Completely upgraded, turn key end 
unit, 1854 sq ft 4 bedroom 2 bath, views 
of Osler Bluffs. A must see!
$269,900  MLS® 20130551
Call Richard Wiles** 647-839-9582

CRANBERRY VILLAS
2 bed / 2 bath Gas Forced, central 
Air included & Gas Fire place. Spell 
“VALUE”!!!VV
$134,900  MLS® 20131164
Call Sheila Shepherd* 705-441-6085

CRANBERRY VILLAGE
This 2 bedroom Cranberry Glen condo 
is cheery & bright; it comes furnished. 
Ready to move in!!
$118,500  MLS® 20130304
Call Sheila Shepherd* 705-441-6085

FIVEACREHOME.COM
Great family home on private 5 acre 
wooded property in Collingwood. Close 
to all amenities.
$399,000  MLS® 20131132
Call Steve Simon* 705-994-2353

LIFESTYLE AT BLUEAA
Park-like lot with views of ski hills & 
backs onto 14 acres of parkland!
Custom built open concept!
$699,900  MLS® 20130691
Call Vicki Bell** 705-446-4539

CREEMORE CHARM
Updated Edwardian in Creemore! 4 
Bedroom, Modern living with all of the
character of yesteryear.
$359,900  MLS® 20126255
Call Vicki Bell** 705-446-4539

ADMIRAL DISTRICT
Immaculate 3 bedroom in a fantastic 
Collingwood neighbourhood. Deep 
town lot backs on to trail. 
$245,000  MLS® 20126167
Call Wispy Boivin* 705-888-7212

FABULOUS VIEW OF BAYAA
Lovely ranch bungalow with 
commanding views, great design and 
well presented. 
$399,000  MLS® 20130082
Call Rod MacAlpine* 519-372-7737

BLUE MOUNTAIN CONDOTT
Ground level condo in Historic 
Snowbridge. 2 bedroom, 2 bath makes 
perfect vacation home!
$259,000  MLS® 20124427
Call Cassandra Tait* TT 705-444-4611

SPECTACULAR CHALET!TT
Spacious 5 bedrooms, great 
entertaining spaces. Chef’s kitchen, 
fabulous wood floors through out.
$649,900  MLS® 20130650
Call Doug Beaumont** 705-606-1046

PRIME LOCATION!AA
Fabulous century home completely 
updated. Gourmet kitchen, private 
master with w/o to terrace.
$479,900  MLS® 20130285
Call Doug Beaumont** 705-606-1046

SIERRA WOODLANDS
Excellent location & Stunning views 
from this 4 BR, 4 bath town-home, 
perfect for entertaining.
$619,000  MLS® 20130450
Call Doug Linton* 705-444-9643

BRICK BUNGALOW
2 Bedrooms, outskirts of town on quiet 
dead end street. 1,470 Sq ft, detached 
20 x 50 shop.
$279,000  MLS® 20130208
Call Ian Hawkins** 705-446-5136

WASAGA WW WAWW TERFRONTAA
Beautifully appointed semi-detached 
4 bedroom 3 and half bath with 
swimming pool on sandy Wasaga 
Beach.
$699,888  MLS® 20130897
Call Josh Dolan** 705-446-8404

SKI SEASON GEM
1900 sq ft 5 bed country home in 
desirable neighbourhood close to 
Thornbury.
$350,000  MLS® 20130622
Call Julia Hinds* 705 351-8838

WAWW TERFRONT LIVINGAA
Luxurious waterfront living with a great 
feeling of space with a spectacular 
views.
$479,000  MLS® 20124066
Call Karen E. Willison* 705-888-0075

CREEKSIDE COLLINGWOOD
Four bedroom Monterey home, 
complete with many upgrades, finished 
basement and a 50ft lot.
$384,900  MLS® 20131053
Call LeeAnn Matthews* 705 446 8688

BLUE MOUNTAIN CHALETTT
Literally across the road from the ski 
hill. Over 4000 sq ft, five bedrooms 
plus loft.
$889,000  MLS® 20125159
Call LeeAnn Matthews* 705 446 8688

LORARR BAYAA  LOY T
Building lot on Sunset Blvd at Lora Bay; 
build your dream retirement home on 
this generous lot.
$139,000   MLS® 20126384
Call Doug Lindsay* 705-441-0850

NIPISSING RIDGE!
Prestigious 4 bedroom home. 
3,200 Sq ft, 4 gourmet kitchen, main 
floor master, landscaped grounds.rr
$679,000  MLS® 20131004
Call Jim Hanna* 705-441-5272

COZY BY UNGALOW
2 bed, 1bath bungalow between 
Collingwood & Wasaga. Large 188’ x 
281’ x irreg lot. Natural gas fireplace.
$159,000  MLS® 20131126
Call Greg WeeWW ks* 705-606-0183

MEAFORD GOLF COURSE
4 year old 3+1 bedroom, 2 bath, open 
concept raised bungalow features 
double car garage, large rear yard
$299,900  MLS® 20126207
Call Phyllis hh Dineen* 705-445-5520 Ext 406

PRICE REDUCED!!
Sellers motivated! extensively 
renovated 2 bedroom bungalow in 
town, close to hospital and schools.
$213,000  MLS® 20130171
Call Phyhh llis Dineen* 705-445-5520 Ext 406

FULL
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CRANBERRY LUXURY
Completely upgraded, turn key end 
unit, 1854 sq ft 4 bedroom 2 bath, views 
of Osler Bluffs. A must see!
$269,900  MLS® 20130551
Call Richard Wiles** 647-839-9582

CRAN
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$134,
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CRANBERRY VILLAGE
This 2 bedroom Cranberry Glen condo 
is cheery & bright; it comes furnished. 
Ready to move in!!
$118,500  MLS® 20130304
Call Sheila Shepherd* 705-441-6085

FIVEACREHOME.COM
Great family home on private 5 acre 
wooded property in Collingwood. Close 
to all amenities.
$399,000  MLS® 20131132
Call Steve Simon* 705-994-2353

LIFESTYLE AT BLUEAA
Park-like lot with views of ski hills & 
backs onto 14 acres of parkland!
Custom built open concept!
$699,900  MLS® 20130691
Call Vicki Bell** 705-446-4539

CREEMORE CHARM
Updated Edwardian in Creemore! 4 
Bedroom, Modern living with all of the
character of yesteryear.
$359,900  MLS® 20126255
Call Vicki Bell** 705-446-4539

ADMIRAL DISTRICT
Immaculate 3 bedroom in a fantastic 
Collingwood neighbourhood. Deep 
town lot backs on to trail. 
$245,000  MLS® 20126167
Call Wispy Boivin* 705-888-7212

FABULOUS VIEW OF BAYAA
Lovely ranch bungalow with 
commanding views, great design and 
well presented. 
$399,000  MLS® 20130082
Call Rod MacAlpine* 519-372-7737

BLUE
Groun
Snowbridge. 2 bedroom, 2 bath makes 
perfect vacation home!
$259,000  MLS® 20124427
Call Cassandra Tait* TT 705-444-4611

4 bedroom 3 and half bath with 
swimming pool on sandy Wasaga 
Beach.
$699,888  MLS® 20130897
Call Josh Dolan** 705-446-8404

desirable neighbourhood close to 
Thornbury.
$350,000  MLS® 20130622
Call Julia Hinds* 705 351-8838

WAWW TERFRONT LIVINGAA
Luxurious waterfront living with a great 
feeling of space with a spectacular 
views.
$479,000  MLS® 20124066
Call Karen E. Willison* 705-888-0075

CREEKSIDE COLLINGWOOD
Four bedroom Monterey home, 
complete with many upgrades, finished 
basement and a 50ft lot.
$384,900  MLS® 20131053
Call LeeAnn Matthews* 705 446 8688

BLUE MOUNTAIN CHALETTT
Literally across the road from the ski 
hill. Over 4000 sq ft, five bedrooms 
plus loft.
$889,000  MLS® 20125159
Call LeeAnn Matthews* 705 446 8688

3,200 Sq ft, 4 gourmet kitchen, main 
floor master, landscaped grounds.rr
$679,000  MLS® 20131004
Call Jim Hanna* 705-441-5272
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is cheery & bright; it comes furnished. 
Ready to move in!!
$118,500  MLS® 20130304
Call Sheila Shepherd* 705-441-6085

FIVEACREHOME.COM
Great family home on private 5 acre 
wooded property in Collingwood. Close 
to all amenities.
$399,000  MLS® 20131132
Call Steve Simon* 705-994-2353

LIFESTYLE AT BLUEAA
Park-like lot with views of ski hills & 
backs onto 14 acres of parkland!
Custom built open concept!
$699,900  MLS® 20130691
Call Vicki Bell** 705-446-4539

CREEMORE CHARM
Updated Edwardian in Creemore! 4 
Bedroom, Modern living with all of the
character of yesteryear.
$359,900  MLS® 20126255
Call Vicki Bell** 705-446-4539

FABULOUS VIEW OF BAYAA
Lovely ranch bungalow with 
commanding views, great design and 
well presented. 
$399,000  MLS® 20130082
Call Rod MacAlpine* 519-372-7737
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Last year, unexpectedly, an email showed up in my inbox from Ellen Cameron; as she had 
sat next to my husband (the famously non-horsey husband!) at the 2016 TNYH Hunter Pace 
luncheon. Her photo of me on Foster, my lovely chestnut OTTB (a/k/a ‘the evil redhead’ 

occasionally) was charming, unusual and eye-catching. Of course, it was me and my horse, what’s 
not to love…. but this was a photograph that I can recall vividly, even as I write this. Isn’t that what 
makes an image special? Capturing a moment, managing the details, and creating an image that 
stays with you, even after you’ve not seen it for a while.  

Ellen explains that with the advent 
of new technology she has now been 
able to fuse her painting, photography, 
and technology skills to manipulate 
them together in the digital darkroom 
to create a striking image.

I wanted to know more about Ellen, 
and she was kind enough to answer 
some of my questions for HARK!  

What started your love of photography?  

I have been interested in art as far 
back as I can remember, drawing and 
painting horses on every available 
scrap of paper. I was encouraged by 
a family friend who taught at The 
Ontario Art College and who had 
worked with Arthur Lismer, a member 
of the Group of Seven. She showed me 
some of his work which, at the time 
seemed so avant-garde, but to a child 
was wonderful nevertheless. I was 
also encouraged by a neighbor, Doris 
McCarthy, the well known Canadian 
painter. 

From these early explorations into the 
visual arts I discovered photography, 
a skill which was fi ne tuned at York 
University along with my drawing and 
painting. 

What is your greatest inspiration?  

As I began painting from an early 
age, I was honoured in high school to 
receive the Rosa and Spencer Clark 
award for Artistic Excellence. To be 
invited for lunch to accept my award 
and  to discuss art at the Guild Inn with 
Spencer Clark was very impressive for 
a high school student. As a young child 
this is where I saw my fi rst magnifi cent 
Lauren Harris painting, Icebergs of 
Davis Strait 1930, which was later 
gifted by the Clarks to the McMichael 
Canadian Art Gallery in Kleinburg, 
Ontario. The Rosa and Spencer Clark 
award was for my painting of crashing 

waves in a turbulent sea, which was 
then purchased by my high school 
and hung in the front foyer. Early 
on the power of natural beauty has 
always inspired me. This love evolved 
into the opportunity to photograph 
horses; they have become my muse 
to similarly showcase their power, 
majesty and grace. 

What do you consider a milestone?  

One of the accomplishments that I 
consider to be a signifi cant milestone 
in my artistic career is to have been 
chosen from hundreds of equine artists 
from around the world in all artistic 
disciplines, in an International Equine 
Art Competition. My work  was 
published in Ex Arte Equinus in 2009, 
2010 and in 2011. As well one of my 
images, ‘Distant Thunder’, was chosen 

Ellen Cameron:  Digitally Enhanced Photography as Art
Q&A with Denya Massey / photos courtesy of Ellen Cameron 

“Bound for Glory” features Encore, a hunter/ jumper relaxing before going to Wellington.

At the opening in the McMichael Canadian 
Art Gallery with one of my two pictures.
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in the Director’s Award category. 
Also when I began my equestrian 
photography, I was pleased to have 
had my work sold through Ridpaths 
on Yonge Street in Toronto.

Your greatest achievement so far?  

I have been greatly honoured to have 
my artwork hanging in the McMichael 
Canadian Art Gallery, Kleinburg. 

Do you travel for commissions?  

Yes. 

Do you take photographs for companies 
as well as individuals? 

 I do farm visits for individuals who 
wish to have their horses or dogs 
and, on one occasion, Tamworth 
Pigs  photographed. I have also 
photographed promotional images 
for various stores and for Paul Brodie 
Footwear.

Did you have a professional career 
other than your photography business, 
or was this always your career?  

I did have another career. I was a 
teacher with the Scarborough Board 
of Education which is now part of the 
Toronto District School Board. I was 
an art teacher and also taught special 
classes to the artistically gifted. 

Originally I was a painter but I shifted 
my focus to photography when I moved 
to Mono, Ontario, and developed a 
keen interest in horses, especially 

working with our own horses. Upon 
moving to Mono I immediately went 
out and purchased a digital camera, 
which were relatively new at the time, 
and I had to learn about the new digital 
technology which was so different 
from working in the darkroom, an 
environment that I had been familiar 
with from my university days. My 
love of photography again grew by 
leaps and bounds. I was blessed when 
our immediate neighbour, Jay Hayes,  
kindly offered me the opportunity to 
photograph his horses, which are some 
of the most incredibly beautiful horses 
that this country has to offer. It was 
that connection which propelled my 

hobby into a real business. 

Do you use professional 
editing tools to create 
portraits/how?  

I use Photoshop to allow 
me the opportunity to 
create digitally, combining 
photography and painting. 
Whether that is combining 
different exposures 
or entirely different 
photographs to create a 
single compelling piece of 
art.  I am never satisfi ed 
with the act of simply 
recording information with 
the camera, rather I am 

always looking for different methods 
of creating and presenting images so 
that the fi nal product is wonderfully 
unique. My images might be printed 
on metal, wood, face mounted to 
acrylic, or on paper under glass 
dependent upon the image itself and 
also the preference of my client. 

Do you ride yourself? 

As a child I had only ridden on the 
occasional trail ride which was always 
a highlight for me. As a young adult 
I did take some lessons, but other 
things got in the way of my continuing 
in that regard. As a child my Mother 
often spoke so fondly of the beautiful 
Clydesdale team of horses which my 
Grandfather had on our farm near 
the Scarborough Bluffs. Our family, 
the Muirs, fi rst came to Canada from 
the United States as United Empire 
Loyalists, and settled in Scarborough 
near the Scarborough Bluffs. I believe 
that living in my early years on the 
original farm and playing in the barn, 
jumping in the loft and running 
through the old stalls, though the 
horses and cows were gone by then, 
led me to a fondness for horses and in 
particular the Clydesdales. My horse, 
Muffi n, is a Clydesdale cross and, not 
only is he a beautiful boy, he is also 
perfect in temperament for my level 
of riding skills, in that I manage quite 

Ian Millar, John Rumble and Mac Cone, are three of the 15 very 
gracious equestrians who autographed my entry in the  Parade of Horses 

which was done in conjunction with the 2015 Pan Am Games. 

“Can’t Catch Me” and “Chino”,Toronto
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nicely to avoid being thrown off of 
him! He is a lovely horse who seems to 
intuitively understand that I require a 
gentle passage through the forest. 

Does your household include the 
requisite dog as well? Do you 
photograph dogs as well? 

Yes, I do photographs dogs as wll as 
horses.  When fi rst we moved to the 
country from the city we brought four 
dogs with us. Since then, other pets 
have come and gone. More recently, 
we got Bucket, so named because he 
was supposed to be the last dog we 
adopted before we kicked the bucket, 
but I doubt he’ll be the last. Bucket 
was originally from Alabama, but 
he moved here as a belated United 
Empire Loyalist, too. However, we 
are not quite certain as to whom he 
remains loyal: us, The Empire, or the 
horses. When he fi rst met my big 
horse Muffi n, Bucket mistook him for 
a larger dog, greeting him with the 
requisite sniffi ng, albeit at a height 
previously unfamiliar to Bucket. To 
our surprise and shock, Muffi n was 
particularly tolerant and accepted the 
intrusion into his personal space. The 
two became fast friends, and remain so 
to this day. 

What brought you to the Mono area?  

Settling in Mono was in large part 
the consequence of fi nding ourselves 
lost! While driving up the First Line 
in Mono in search of another house 

advertised on the MLS, we took a 
wrong turn and stumbled upon the 
house which we now currently own! 
We were unaware that the house sat 
upon four acres adjacent to The Mono 
Cliffs Provincial Park, and access to 
The Park was just outside our front 
door. My husband, a retired teacher/
contractor, built the barn and Warren 
Watson installed the fencing. My 
husband and I had bought back a piece 
of my great-great-grandfather’s farm 
in Scarborough and built our own 
home, but we both knew that a life in 
the country would be the best possible 
outcome. So, we bought the farm, as 
they say – only literally! 

You were involved with the Pan Am 
Games; what did that entail?

In the spring of 2015 I was very 
fortunate to be juried into the 
Headwaters Parade of Horses, a 
tourism initiative for the Pan Am 
Games. I wished to illustrate the horse 
in a number of events that would be 
held in and near Palgrave. So I created 
silhouettes from photographs that I 
had taken previously and I used these 
photographs to highlight Dressage, 
Eventing, and Show Jumping, as 
well as western riders, and, lastly, our 
gentle giants, the draft horses, who 
have worked the fi elds throughout 
rural Ontario for generations. 

As my project developed I realized 
I was surrounded at Palgrave by 
world renowned riders with their 

magnifi cent horses. So, I thought it 
would be a lovely idea if these star 
athletes might autograph my horse 
‘Silhouette’. Without exception, each 
rider immediately volunteered to sign. 
Ian Millar was the fi rst to sign, followed 
by Chris Sorenson, Torchy Millar, John 
Rumble, Penny Roland, Alan Ehrlick, 
Craig Collins, Mac Cone, Jay Hayes, 
Coventry Lane Farms, Grande Farms, 
Blithe Hill Farms, Christilot Boylen, 
Megan Lane and more.

‘Silhouette’ was purchased by Winsong 
Farm for a permanent home in King 
Township.

As seen on your website, how did you 
come to photograph Ian Millar, Mac 
Cone, and John Rumble together? 

(Author’s note: John Rumble owns the 
gorgeous Foxwood Hill –where my horse 
Foster lives – and the Rumbles kindly 
hosted a TNYH Hunter Pace. my father 
and John Rumble were at the ’52 Olympics 
together, where John was the alternate, 
then he competed very successfully in 
’56. Currently, his horse Foxwood High 
competes in eventing at the World level.)

I had met John Rumble previously on 
assignment for In The Hills Magazine 
where I did a photo shoot of him, 
during which time I was regaled with 
wonderful stories about his riding in 
the 1956 Olympics with Kilroy. I also 
thoroughly enjoyed listening to his 
engaging stories of his encounters with 
Queen Elizabeth II during that time. 

So when I later asked John to 
autograph my horse for the Pan Am 
Games 2015, he graciously accepted 
and autographed beside the silhouette 
of the eventing horse, as many other 
equestrians autographed beside 
their respective disciplines. In the 
photograph on my website I used 
Photoshop to place Ian Millar, Mac 
Cone and John Rumble together for 
the article, each of whom had been 
so kind as to autograph my horse 
and pose for a photograph, albeit at 
different times!

For more information, please visit: 
ellencameron.com

Opening at Rouge Concept Gallery, with “Dexter”
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nobletonfeedmill.com

The Nobleton Feed Mill has been proudly serving 

the horse and hound community since 1945 

carrying many of the quality brand names you’ve 

come to value. 

As a trusted supplier of premium quality equine 

feed, dog food and health products, we are also 

the knowledgeable name you know for tools, 

supplies and pretty much everything you need to 

maintain happy, healthy horses and hounds.

Provisions for country living—it’s all in our name.

All for horse 
& hound.

P
323418 East Linton Road West

Kemble, Ontario N0H 1S0
519-371-4239

1-800-981-6681
www.horsehabit.ca

ellen@horsehabit.ca

8 kms North of Owen Sound

Horse People Service Horse People

905-939-2279 • hepco@interlog.com
Hwy 9 Schomberg, ON
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On Sunday, June 4th, TNYH held a schooling competition at the 
Hunt Club in Mulmur for more than 40 competitors. Despite 
the early morning downpours, the rain stopped just as the 

competition was underway, and the show went on!

The short course format was a change from the initial competition in 2016, 
implemented to reduce the number of volunteers needed. In this format, a 
dressage test is included as well as a combined Stadium/Cross Country jumping 
phase, where both the start and fi nish happen in show jumping ring.

Our committee of 8 dedicated hunt 
members chose a date for the show 
that wouldn’t confl ict with other 
established competitions and nor our 
hunting seasons, so the fi rst weekend 
of June fi t that bill. Our target 
audience was stables with students/
riders who might be new to showing, 
or bringing along young horses. Since 
Sunday is generally not a ‘lesson day’, 
Sunday June 4th was the magic date.

Once the schooling format and date 
were decided, we moved on to pricing 
the entry fees and marketing the 
event. After developing a fl yer (thanks 
to Denya Massey for designing it), we 
utilized electronic communities event 
calendars, including the Equestrian 
chat boards, and of course emails! If 
you are interested in being on our list 
for 2018, please let us know! 

By early May, following two committee 
meetings and lots of leg work, I was 
starting to sweat: still no entries. So 
we created the Early Bird Pricing, 
emphasized the ‘schooling’ aspect, and 
split up the phases to allow riders to 
compete solely in dressage or jumping 
or in the combined, with ribbons for 
each phase - Novice, Intermediate 
and Advanced, potentially awarding 
63 ribbons! 

By May 15th, we were up to 26 
entries. I started to breath again!

TNYH Short Course Schooling Show 2017
by Janet Feairs

Chair, TNYH Short Course Committee

Hi Janet,
I just wanted to send a quick 
note to thank yourself, 
fellow competitors and 

all the volunteers for a fabulous day.  
Everyone from Fairly Big Farm had a 
wonderful fi rst short course experience. 
The grounds are gorgeous, the footing 
was excellent, the event was well run 
and everyone made us feel welcome.  

There needs to be a special shout out 
to Mr Elder.  For us fi rst time novices, he 
went above and beyond to make us feel 
comfortable, confi dent and safe. We 
still all get a giggle that we had a gold 
medal Olympian be our gate keeper 
and cheering squad. He was fabulous. 
We look forward to next year!
Many thanks, 
Amanda #25

Hi Janet, 
Just writing to tell you how 
well I felt yesterday’s show 
was organized. I attended 

last year with a group of students and 
was pleased to see that many positive 
changes were made. Starting and 
fi nishing jumping in a same area is 
much easier on coaches, as I am sure it 
is for volunteers. Dressage warm up was 
much safer without the rope around it. 
Having my students ride together was 
great. Jump courses were very friendly, 
jump judge was great! Dressage judge 
was knowledgeable. Dressage ring 
is still an issue, as I believe you must 
be aware, I realize that fl at land is a 
challenge for both the dressage ring 
and trailer parking. Jumping warm-up 
is great. We will be returning next year 
for sure and would also be interested in 
other activities you would be holding. 
Thanks and congratulations to all on a 
job well done, 
Catherine Morton 
(The Equestrian Sport Services)

Photo by Wendy Webb Photography

Photo by Denya
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By Jun 2nd we surpassed our goal of 
40 entries, with 47 horses entered, 
which meant we had to worry about 
trailer parking…. as the saying goes, 
be careful what you wish for! 

On Saturday, Olympian competitor 
Jim Elder designed/constructed the 
stadium course, which he would 
judge on Sunday. Our dressage 
judge, Martha Griggs, also competed 
at the Olympics, so TNYH is hugely 
fortunate to have their support in 
our endeavor! Thank you, Jim and 
Martha.

Saturday work continued with 
competitor packages organized; 
the judging sheets, tack check 

sheets, walkie talkies, and marine 
radios were ready for distribution. 
But given the weather forecast for 
Sunday (truly dismal!), what would 
our rain policy be?.  

I made the decision that we would 
run with the event, although 

lightning and hard downpours 
would create havoc with the timing. 
This could be a timing nightmare!

True to the predictions, Carl and I 

left home Sunday morning at 6:00 
in teeming rain, with the intensity 
of the downpour changing, even 
encountering fog! My stomach 
started to ache!

But – bless them - all our volunteers 
arrived at the appointed time to a 
spread of coffee and food (thanks to 
Polly Winsor for arranging that much 
needed sustenance). Volunteers 
stepped up to their assigned tasks, 
and by 8:30 am, our fi rst dressage 

The Inaugural 

Competition: 

How It All Started
By Janet Feairs

T he original vision to develop 
the lovely rolling grounds 
at Toronto North York Hunt 

kennels into a Cross Country riding 
course was an ambitious one and, for 
it to be realized, would require the 
hard work and determination of one 
man - Ron Adam - to make it so.

With the support of dedicated 
members in 2016, Ron not only 
designed the course, but, with his 
partner Glenn Jones, was responsible 
for building many of the fences we 
installed. 

It was a true collaboration of the 
TNYH members, the hunt staff, and 
a lot of blood, sweat, and tears to 
see the project through to fruition. 
The generous donations of labour, 
materials, and equipment was key 
to the physical creation of the cross 
country course. 

With true spirit of cooperation, the job 
was completed in time, and 51 new 
obstacles were installed for our fi rst 
riding competition on Aug 27, 2016, 
which was named the TNYH Derby. 

Ron passed the reins over to me to 
organize the 2017 show. Capitalizing 
on the momentum, experience from 
the previous year, and the base of 
riders we attracted to compete in 
2016, this year’s event was a great 
success.

Photo by Wendy Webb Photography

Photo by Wendy Webb Photography

Photo by Wendy Webb Photography

Photo by Denya
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Hark! ‘Tis the wail of us might-have-been hunters

Chained to our desks on a Wednesday morn.

Hear the lament of us passionate horsemen

Stuck in Toronto, far south of the horn.

Feel for the suffering indoor members

Who know with what music the coverts can ring

While students or patients or partner expect us

To be in our offi ce instead of in King.

Pity the lovers of hunting tradition

Who stare through a window at Saturday’s sky.

The big-shot convention for us has one meaning:

A chance to watch Ollie work hounds has gone by.

Don’t think that we’d rather hear clients complaining 

Than ‘Democrat’ speak to the sent of a fox.

So, fortunate one wearing scarlet, remember

Don’t curse when your horse sinks in mud to his hocks.

You must savour each challenge with double enjoyment

And push through the brambles light-hearted and gay.

Ride well in remembrance of us in the city

Imprisoned at work on this glorious day.

“Appeal to the Field”
by Mary P. Winsor, fi rst printed in Covertside, 1999

rider was in the ring and mercifully the rain stopped 
and nary a drop of rain occurred for the duration of 
the competition! It turned out to be perfect weather 
and footing conditions to run the competition.

At the end of the day with many smiling faces from 
competitors and volunteers, we successfully pulled off 
our 2017 Short Course Schooling Show.  

I cannot say enough thanks to all of the members, 
spouses of members, friends of members, and the 
hunt staff who contributed so much of their time, 
energy and ideas to make our schooling show a 
success. Laurel, Jill, Gill, and Victoria graciously 
supplied lunch at both work parties and on the actual 
day of the competition - after all, an army cannot run 
on an empty stomach, and it was truly an army of 
volunteers that made this successful day come to life. 

Our committee was determined, resilient, cheerful, 
and productive: Ron Adam, Carolyn Lane, Christopher 
Dodd, Tracey & Maryse Vienneau, Alison Miller, Jayne 
Kerr and Beverley Nicolson. We made a great team!

Editor’s Note: Janet Feairs has been a great organizer 
in more than one area for TNYH – see our article on the 
Canadian Hound Show! She was the organizer last year, 
and again this year– brave person that she is! Thank you, 
Janet!

TNYH SHORT COURSE SCHOOLING SHOW 2017 : Continues..

Photo by Wendy Webb Photography

Photo by Denya
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“We are not going to start at a walk” I said to 
Bev as we stood in line for the GO at the top 
of a hill by the Clubhouse at TNYH.  We were 
at the Hunter Pace event which was held for 
the fi rst time in a number of years at the home 
hunt territory.  

The TNYH huntsman, Ros Balding, marks out a course of 6 to 8 miles and the aim of the event, if you want to be 
competitive, is to guess at what speed Ros did the course on her horse to emulate a hunting day, and then you try 
to ride close to that time. Both Bev and I are active Hunt members so we get to have fun over these hills whenever 
we want to hunt, so we chose to do the event competitively instead of as an adventure. We assessed that Ros was 
not going to give us much slack so this required doing the best we could with what we had.  With a half Clyde and 
a Quarter horse, we fi gured on a ‘hustle’ or jog trot  most of the way. And, well, no way were we going to equal 
Ros’ speed. But, what the hay, we were willing to try!

The course started down the hill 
over the schooling fences (but you 
don’t have to go over them, you 
can always go around). Roads, fi elds 
with hills, hills, and a few more 
hills with streams at the bottoms! 
Farmers’ fi elds and gorgeous views.  
The riders who came who had not 
hunted in these hills should be 
proud to have even fi nished this 
course. 

 

We jogged past two groups early on. 
We then passed an entry dressed in 
capes and costume. They looked so 
nice!  We were fortunate to have 

started next to last so got to see the 
fi rst riders who went out coming 
towards us on their way back in. 
“There’s Taddy and Ron Charles”.  
Aha, we think – they’re also active 
foxhunters. They will be hard to 
beat. Then we pass Masters and 
the whippers-in. Such fun greeting 
them on the fl y going in opposite 
directions. They will be home before 
we have breached the fi rst really 
big hill. On we went. Me urging on 
my lazy Quarter Horse, Dude, and 
convincing Bev that her horse was 

fi t for this. At the half way point 
we turned gently in the direction 
of home (a/k/a the trailers and 
clubhouse). Instantly, I did not have 
to urge Dude. He had hunted here 
before and “now I’m going home” 
he thinks.

At the refreshment stop (we thought 
we had missed it!), Alison Miller 
beckoned us in. Ros was there so I 
tried to get her to tell us how much 
time she allowed for this break, but 

TORONTO & NORTH YORK HUNT HUNTER PACE, JULY 2017
 All Photos by Cat

“We are not 
going to start at 

a walk…..”
by Nancy Beacon
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she wouldn’t tell us. (Good on 
Ros, since her ride was what set 
the optimum time for the course 
ride!) After a great lemonade for 
me and the stronger stuff for Bev, 
we took off at our shuffl e down 
another beautifully mowed hill.

On the way home we had 
gorgeous views made all the more 
fascinating by glimpsing the other 
teams moving among the hills. We 
were able to pursue a lovely group 
of four dressed alike in bright red. 
They looked so nice with their 
horses moving out. We didn’t catch 
them. Near the fi nish line, Bev 
and Vicar took off over the jumps 
while Dude and I deeked around.  

When you cross the fi nish line, 
you don’t know your time (unless 
you clocked it yourself), nor do 
you know the optimum time, so 
results are always a surprise at the 
ribbon presentation.

There was already a crowd of happy 
people mostly holding drinks at 
the Clubhouse. We untacked, 
soaked our steeds with a cool wash 

Showing up at the Clubhouse while 
there were still teams fi nishing 
their ride, I was struck by how 

many smiling faces crossed the fi nish 
line. It was a glorious day, with clear, 
amazing views, and a well designed 
ride for riders of all levels. While 
waiting for the last teams to fi nish, 
Mike Byrne and his assistants served 
various libations to thirsty riders. 
Lunch was served to a record number 
of people, who enjoyed a delicious 
selection of summer dishes, salads, 
and desserts, effi ciently displayed and 
served by Master Laurel Byrne and her 
team. All tables were occupied inside 
and out, and windows were open wide 
to catch a little breeze. Ribbons and 
prizes were awarded, and tired but 
very happy participants made their 
way home. Special thanks to Alison 
Miller for organizing, Ros Balding for 
setting the course, and Taddy Cork for 
looking after ribbons.

TNYH Hunter Pace
Member & Guest

Luncheon
by Gill von Teichman
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WE ARE NOT  GOING TO START AT A WALK...
continues...

and gave them some fresh water and hay, left them 
to rest, and joined the group at the Clubhouse. The 
Byrne family kept the competitors, members, guests, 
and friends happy with Michael Byrne very busy at 
the bar and Laurel Byrne producing a fabulous lunch 
that rewarded both riders and supporters alike. Both 
Alison Miller and Maryse Chiasson must have done a 
good job advertising this, as there were so many horse 
people and their supporters there. It was fun to see 
ponies out on course too, and lots of new faces.

My Mom once said “All young people are beautiful”. 
Also “men in uniform or on a horse are so handsome”.  
Well, I will tell you, there was so much eye candy at 
that Club house on Hunter Pace Day! It was absolutely 
delightful!  The TNYH Clubhouse was rocking with 
tired but happy riders who had truly done a great job 
of getting their horses over this beautiful course on 
that most marvellous creature: their horse.  

TORONTO & NORTH YORK
HUNT HUNTER PACE, JULY 2017
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For the second year in a row, horses and 
riders gathered in the hills of Mulmur 
to enjoy the Hunter Pace. While a rainy 
spring threatened to put a damper on 
the event, not a rain drop was felt, and 
participants were treated to a lovely spring 
day! Beginning at the farm of Heather 
Evans and Derek Ferris, trailers began 
showing up bright and early, lining the 
Townline and eventually taking over the 
15th Sideroad too.

A challenging 9-mile route greeted riders, 
featuring variable terrain and two river 
crossings, with the water running extra 
high from all the spring rain! In total, 105 
riders from two great hunt clubs and their 
guests passed through the hills, fi elds and 
woods of eight gracious landowners. A mid-
point refreshment station overlooking Bill 
and Melody’s lovely Lyric Pond provided 
thirst-quenchers for both horse and rider. 

Lunch at the Ferris Farm featured 
Melody’s superb salads, and volunteers 
kept three grills fi red up to feed the hungry 
riders! In all, just over 150 people enjoyed 
the BBQ, with many delicious beverages to 
accompany the meal.

A special thank you to all the landowners, 
and fantastic volunteers to helped make 
this event another one to remember! 

Ellen Ferris

Joint Hunter Pace Event, 
Toronto North York Hunt and Eglinton Caledon Hunt

May 27, 2017
photo by Ellen Cameron Photography

I had an absolute blast riding in the joint club 

hunter pace. You just can’t beat a day of riding and 

enjoying the outdoors with a fun group of like-

minded horse people. As a guest for the day I felt 

very welcomed by members of both hunt clubs, 

and I hope to join in for more events in the future.

Jess Spindler

The superb lunch was organized by Melody 

Duran and Heather Evans, with Derek Ferris 

and Norman Gee manning the barbeque. 

What a lovely day it was. Thank you all!

Janet Feairs

It was an awesome course, and was like what 

you would fi nd out hunting. Really good 

footing and well marked. We had a great  time, 

but, sadly, our team was a bit too speedy!

Taddy Cork

“We rode like mad to keep the pace

Yet, our time resulted in disgrace.

The hills were mostly up and down

But, evidently, had no crown.”

Bill Carter (Poet Laureate!)
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Some years ago a houseguest gave me a handsome set of English coasters and 
placemats, and I’ve been wondering about the paintings of which they are 
copies. Who was the artist? When were they painted? Are these accurate 

pictures of 19th century British foxhunting? Now in the era of the internet, it is 
easy to answer some of these questions, but not all. A few minutes on Google 
Images searching ‘fox hunting art’ did not turn up any of these four pictures, but 

it did yield several of very similar style, which gave me the name of a likely artist, 
Heywood Hardy. I then googled this name, and sure enough, one by one, I found 
all four. Now I can see that the original paintings were rectangular rather than 
square, so the maker of my coasters had to butcher them a bit. Many companies 
today are offering Heywood Hardy foxhunting images for sale, whether as prints, 
newly-made copies in oil, throw pillows, or even as a cell phone case. A few 
auction houses have sold an original, fetching tens of thousands of dollars. What 
is odd, though, is that very few of the images are dated, and no art museum 
seems to own one. What is going on here?

Pictures of foxhunting are classifi ed 
as ‘sporting art’, a different sort of 
thing than ‘fi ne art’. In 19th century 
England, the prestigious and powerful 
Royal Academy of Arts considered 
horse racing, fi shing, and hunting dogs 
to be light-weight subjects, so that 

no painter of fi eld sports, including 
Hardy, was elected to membership (in 
the 20th century Sir Alfred Munnings 
would overcome that prejudice). 
Hardy did succeed in having several 
of his paintings, one a biblical fi gure 
with a lion, accepted in Academy 

exhibitions. This issue of respectability 
might explain why Hardy, though 
known as early as 1859 as a skilled 
painter of animals, did not paint 
scenes of foxhunting until after 1888. 
In that year he was offered a lucrative 
commission by members of the Zetland 
Hunt, who wanted to honour their 
noble MFH with an enormous picture 
showing the Earl with members of his 
family and other friends, along with 
huntsman, hounds, and whippers-in, 
in front of his stately home. 

Hardy spent two years capturing the 
likenesses of individual people and 
horses. The resulting three-meter 
long tour-de-force was copied by an 
engraver and the prints sold well. 
He soon discovered that there was 
a market for generic images of the 
sport, that is, pictures not representing 
any particular hunt. Most of these 
paintings were also engraved, so that 
he earned money not only when 
he sold the original but also from 
the colour prints. Hardy found that 
buyers liked to imagine bygone days, 
a romantic past when dresses were 
longer and coats more elaborate. 
Hardy churned out a steady volume of 
such pictures beginning in 1890 until 
his death in 1933. His fi nancial success 
must have made the opinion of the 
Royal Academy seem less important. 
Still, the second-class status of sporting 
art remains. The best information now 
available about Hardy was compiled 
by a descendant, Kimber G. Hardy, 
who a biochemist, rather than by a 
professional art historian.  

Heywood Hardy:
19th Century Popular Artist of Foxhunting Scenes

by Polly Winsor
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Hunt Breakfasts, elegant weddings, 
casual get-togethers. 

We know how to throw a party! 

www.gourmandissimo.com 
905-584-0005 

Catering all of life's special 
occasions. 

Now that I know that every Heywood 
Hardy scene of foxhunting dates from 
1890 or later, and that many were 
meant to suggest an earlier time, I 
must be careful, as an historian, not 
to trust him. Many other paintings of 
foxhunts, like his of the Zetland Hunt, 
were commissioned by sportsmen 
who wanted a portrait of themselves 
and their friends, which makes 
such pictures a valuable record of a 
moment in time. His generic scenes 
were not of this kind. For example, 
women are rarely seen in foxhunting 
paintings before the invention of the 
third pommel (the “leaping horn”) 
about 1840. They are rarely seen on 
a run until the 1860s, which fi ts other 
literary evidence. Hardy often shows 
riding ladies in 18th century costume, 
which adds charm to the picture 
but does not constitute historical 
evidence. I have also noticed that 
in early paintings, the horses’ faces 
are bare, that is, their bridles lack 
nosebands. In the 1877 photograph I 
wrote about in this magazine in 2015, 

nosebands are present on only a few of the dozens of horses. It did not become 
common until the 1880s. I would not use Hardy’s pictures if I were trying to date 
this change of fashion in tack.      

Do you have a favorite image of old English foxhunting? Do you 
know the name of the artist, and the date of the painting? Share it 

with me, please, and let’s pursue this entertaining topic.  
Send me an email (polly.winsor@utoronto.ca).
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Every horse I have ever had the privilege of 
riding seems to have had a propensity for 
some kind of work, be it trail riding, being 

a school horse in a riding academy, jumping, 
dressage, the list is endless.

Trying to discover my mare Peggy’s riding specialty has 
been a journey in patience and experiences.

I purchased Peggy to be a foxhunter and she is maturing 
into a seasoned hunt horse, accepting the hounds and use 
of the whip with nary a pinned ear or raised hind leg. She 
is a Connemara/Thoroughbred cross and, as such, is built 
for work and is quickly fi tted up developing the stamina 
necessary for the long days in the saddle that most hunting 
days require.

I have been working Peggy the last 
couple of years to be a reliable horse in 
my honourary position as a whipper-
in, and although she does not like 
being left behind by a passing hunt 
fi eld, I have developed strategies 
to make it seem to Peggy that she is 

leaving them, so it becomes less of 
a stress and more of an adventure. 
Peggy has always wanted to lead in 
many group riding situations so she 
is fairly courageous and if asked, she 
will stand reasonably quietly when 
we are stationed to watch for game. 
Training Peggy to be a hunt horse 
has required time and exposure to 
hunting and hound exercise. But this 
has not turned out to be her natural 
talent. Peggy’s surprising talent was 
discovered quite by accident.

Most hunts celebrate the formal 
opening meet with members and 
horses turned out ready to ride in 
formal hunt attire: men with their 
colours on their collars of their scarlet 

coats and women with their colours 
on their black or midnight hunt coats; 
some woman will tack up to ride 
sidesaddle. Horses are bathed and 
braided and hunting appointments and 
tack are cleaned and polished. Toronto 
and North York Hunt is no exception 
to this tradition and to encourage its 
members to have both themselves and 
their mounts looking in top form, we 
have a “Best Turned Out” award for 
our opening meet hunt. 

The fi rst time Peggy and I came to 
TNYH’s opening meet Peggy was 
spotless and braided, with me wearing 
my shadbelly and top hat joining the 
mounted “walk about” to enter the best 
turned out contest. To my surprise, my 
mare suddenly became quite relaxed, 
arching her neck over to place her 
head on the vertical and mouthing 
the bit contentedly with fl opping ears 
as we marched in the procession. I 
wondered if someone had slipped me a 
doppelganger! Peggy is normally quiet, 
but for sure not what I would call Zen.

Later in the hunt season we 
participated in two Hunt Parades, one 
in Elora and the second in Creemore, 
once again we turned out to look 
our best. I have never seen Peggy so 
relaxed and reserved as when we 
ventured into the streets of Creemore, 
tightly packed with spectators large 
and small, dogs, bicycles and sidewalk 
traffi c. No noise or movement seemed 

to penetrate her composure, and not 
even the horses who danced or shied 
at the crowd registered with her. It was 
as if she were the only horse there and 
she obviously felt not only at home 
but quite pleased at being in the center 
of the action, no doubt thinking this 
was all for her benefi t!

My discovery of her talent to parade 
and show her best side was a pleasant 
surprise, and I would now confi dently 
enter Peggy into any situation where 
she can take centre stage! As long as 
there is a crowd of admiring spectators, 
I know my mare will feel quite at home 
in the spotlight!

Have you found your horses hidden 
talent? Don’t be surprised if it is in 
some type of work or situation for 
which you’d never considered them. 
My ‘Parade Peggy’ always makes me 
smile….!

Discovering Your Horse’s Hidden Talent
by Janet Feairs - Photos courtesy of Janet Feairs
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Out of a tragic event in the winter of 2008 came an 

ever encouraging story of hope and happiness. Mac, 

my fi rst hunt horse, a Belgian thoroughbred cross, 

died in December. The winter weather that contributed to 

his death continued for four months. Although the barn was 

a favorite place to be, riding lost its joy as my loss deepened 

and my desire to ride dwindled. My barn friends and riding 

partners kept me going, cajoling until I agreed to exercise a 

horse or ride another for cubbing exercises in the spring. 

Their kindness worked. Being back in the saddle meant both 
my happiness and riding skills improved. Then the day arrived 
when the barn manager, Heidi, brought a Desert Norman into 
our barn. What was a Desert Norman? Jones’ former owner 
provided background, not only on his breeding, but that of 
the breed. The Desert Norman is a cross between an Arabian 
and a Percheron. There was a time when the Percheron breed, 

a heavy draft horse today, was highly 
infused with Arabian blood which 
created a lighter type. These agile 
and athletic horses had lots of thrust 
and impulsion from behind, as was 
experienced by yours truly, several 
times fi nding myself in the air from a 
magnifi cent buck! Percherons would 
carry knights into battle and were also 
used for sport and pleasure riding. A 
horse registered as a Desert Norman 
must be at least twenty-fi ve percent 
Arabian and seventy-fi ve percent 
Percheron or twenty-fi ve percent 
Percheron and seventy-fi ve percent 
Arabian. The registry recommends that 
Percheron mares be bred to Arabian 
stallions to keep the height of the 
breed. This new horse that came into 
our barn, came with the name Jones 
New York. How interesting was that! 

His barn name at birth was Moon 
and in my teenage years, my friends 
also called me Moon. Serendipity 
or destiny? We started as a team 
working together in August of 2010. 
As October approached, the Toronto 
and North York Hunt season was fast 
approaching. We decided to introduce 
Jones to the hunt fi eld. He took to it 
naturally and has become an excellent 
and trustworthy fi eld hunter. His 
Arabian instincts keep me alerted to the 

whereabouts of hounds, the huntsman 
and the whipper-ins. His Percheron 
strength and temperament along with 
the Arabian stamina allows us to stay 
in the fi eld for the longest of chases. 
Jones has become a barn favourite. He 
is kind and an easy consistent mount 
for any level or age of rider. Jones does 
have a few idiosyncrasies. He sits and 
spins when his tail is itchy or sits and 
stretches out his front legs and rubs his 
belly along the ground. This is quite a 
sight! 

There is nothing more rewarding for 
a rider than to be able to trust your 
horse to take care of himself and, 
consequently and fortuitously, you! 
Trust brings confi dence and joy. Jones 
has given me both for the last seven 
years from my tragic loss to my life 
of happiness with him. Did I mention 
that he is also handsome?!

Jones New York:  A designer horse, 
a Desert Norman and a Field hunter

by Monica Wilkinson;  photos courtesy of Monica Wilkinson
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A horse’s teeth and jaw are 
always changing, especially in 
the early years. “A foal is born 

with 12 molars – the teeth at the back 
of his mouth – and within a week or 
so, the incisors, or nippers, erupt at the 
front. A foal’s skull is not long enough 
for a full set of teeth at birth, but by 
nine months they are all there,” says 
MacKinnon.

Around the foal’s fi rst birthday, the 
fi rst permanent molars erupt, and at 
about 30 months the baby teeth start 
to fall out. They are all gone by four 
and a half years, and all the permanent 
teeth are in place by age fi ve. The 
full complement includes 24 molars, 
plus up to four “wolf teeth” (smaller, 
often sharp teeth which erupt in both 
sexes in front of the molars) and 12 
incisors. Most male horses also have 
four canines, or what MacKinnon calls 
the “fi ghting teeth,” which are seen in 
about one per cent of mares as well.

Early checkups

Your veterinarian will likely examine 
a new foal’s mouth during the 
fi rst physical exam shortly after 
birth to determine if the foal has a 
normal “bite.” Abnormalities such 

as an overbite (parrot mouth) or an 
underbite will need special attention 
as the foal grows.

MacKinnon says that when you begin 
regular dental checkups for your 
young horse depends on how the 
horse is fed. Horses shown at halter as 
foals or yearlings are often fed extra 
processed food so they look good in the 
show ring, but that can accelerate the 
misalignment of their teeth. A young 
horse who is spending much of his 
time at pasture may not need dental 
care as early. However, MacKinnon 
does recommend that the horse be 
seen by someone with expertise in 
dental care before the horse begins 
training with a bit in his mouth. “The 
wolf teeth should be removed, and the 
equine dentist can ensure the teeth 
are balanced before training starts,” 
he says. “The cost of the dental exam 
and treatment can pay for itself by 
reducing the amount of time the horse 
takes to train.”

For younger horses (under fi ve years 
old), MacKinnon recommends a dental 
check-up every six months, because 
the teeth and jaw are changing rapidly. 
After that, once a year is usually 
suffi cient unless there are problems.

Correcting uneven growth

Unlike human teeth, the horse’s 
permanent teeth will continue to grow 
throughout his life – approximately 
three millimetres per year. This is a 
very important factor in dental care, 
because that growth, if it is uneven or 
uncontrolled, can cause malocclusion 
(poor contact between upper and 
lower teeth) and pain or diffi culty 
eating for the horse.

MacKinnon explains that wild horses 
in their natural habitats use their 
nippers (incisors) and molars about 
equally. They bite off pieces of grass or 
other plants with their front teeth and 
grind them with their molars, wearing 
all the teeth down fairly evenly as they 
grow, keeping everything in balance. 
But for the modern horse, especially 
in northern climates, that rarely 
happens. Some horses may forage on 
pasture four or fi ve months out of the 
year in Canada, but the rest of the time 
they are eating hay and grain. Others 
spend little or no time on pasture at 
all and are fed mostly hay, grain, or 
pellets. “The horse who is eating hay 
is not using his nippers at all,” says 
MacKinnon. “But those molars are still 
grinding the hay, pellets or grains, so 
they are getting worn down.”

Basic Equine Dental Care
Written by: Teresa Ann Pitman

Article fi rst appeared in the August 2014 issue of Horse Sport magazine; reprinted with permission.

Silke Skinner / AKASHA Photography

To understand your 
horse’s dental needs, 

you need to know 
what’s going on in his 

mouth at each stage of 
his development, says 

certifi ed equine dentist 
Grant MacKinnon of 

Prince Albert, SK.
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The result: while the molars wear down, 
the growth of the front teeth outpaces 
the amount that is worn off, causing 
the incisors to protrude and become 
misaligned. MacKinnon says that many 
people believe those long, protruding 
teeth are a natural part of equine aging, 
but they are not: they are simply the 
result of disproportionate growth of the 
incisors compared to the molars.

When the front teeth become too long, 
they can also cause a gap in the back 
teeth between the top and bottom 
molars. This leads to pain in the horse’s 
jaw and makes it diffi cult for him to grind 
his food effectively. It can also affect his 
performance when being ridden. “If his 
teeth are distorted, it will change how 
the horse carries his head and that can 
impede his freedom of movement,” says 
MacKinnon. “Imagine having pain in 
your jaw and then someone puts a metal 
bit in your mouth as well and pulls on the 
reins. A horse who is comfortable in his 
mouth is much better able to comply and 
move freely.”

To restore the balance in the horse’s 
mouth, uneven or jagged molars are 
fi led down in a process called “fl oating”. 
The horse is restrained, his mouth is 
held open (usually with a full-mouth 
speculum) and the dentist uses a either a 
manual rasp or a power fl oat to fi le down 
the teeth that are overgrown. The goal 
is to have all the top and bottom molars 
meet evenly, freeing up the horse’s jaw so 
that it can move in all directions and feel 
comfortable, while allowing the teeth to 
grind the food effectively.

To maintain the normal straight-up-and-
down angle of the incisors, your equine 

dentist will remove any overgrowth with 
a specialized grinding tool, allowing the 
front teeth to meet with an even surface, 
and the back teeth to make proper contact. 
MacKinnon stresses that this attention to 
the incisors is a very important part of 
the regular dental routine to achieve full-
mouth balance.

Cavities and other concerns

MacKinnon explains that while 
thankfully rare, horses can get cavities, 
as their teeth have natural folds and 
indentations and holes and the sugar in 
apples and sweet feeds can cause potential 
dental problems. If a tooth becomes 
rotten or loose it should be removed, 
either with the horse standing or under 
general anesthesia, to prevent infections 
or further health issues.

Be aware of signs that your horse may 
need a dental check-up sooner than the 
once-a-year schedule: a bad smell coming 
from his mouth; rotting, partially chewed 
food dropping out of his mouth; slobbering 
his grain; a discharge from one nostril or 
eye; and indications of pain or discomfort 
when being bridled. MacKinnon also 
suggests checking your horse’s manure – 
long pieces of grass or large amounts of 
intact grains can indicate that he is not 
grinding his food effectively.

Dental care can also be provided by 
veterinarians, as equine dentists, who 
have more training specifi cally in care 
of the teeth, are not available in all 
parts of the country. “Regular dental 
care compensates for the unnatural 
conditions that we keep our horses in,” 
says MacKinnon. “It’s an important 
element of health care and contributes 
signifi cantly to performance.”

BASIC EQUINE DENTAL CARE:  continues...
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Planning for emergencies and creating a fi rst aid kit can 
seem like a daunting task. A basic fi rst-aid kit should be 
found in every horse owner’s stable and trailer, and some 
items may even be useful to pack in a saddle bag from time 
to time. Each individual scenario is unique. Some stables 
may have entire cabinets or trunks devoted to the task, 
while others may have odds and ends in various locations. 
I have been spoiled in my own equine endeavours by the 
fact that I drive a “giant equine fi rst-aid kit” also known as 
my vet truck, for almost all horse related activities. Paring 
it down to one portable container that has it all is indeed a 
challenge. 

One thing I’ve noticed over the years 
of ‘horse vetting’ is that in a real 
emergency situation, no one ever 

seems to be able to fi nd what they need. 
One tip would be to keep medications and 
supplies in one location. Create an easy-
to-read checklist of what this kit should 
contain, and go through this on a regular 
basis to make sure it’s complete. Twice a 
year is not too often! You may forget you 
have raided the kit for some simple thing.

I like things in fi rst aid kits that have 
multiple purposes and are not too specifi c. 
Think duct tape, rolled cotton, saline. 
Space is limited and sometimes we have to 
get creative, especially when off-property. 
Consider your equine activities and plan 
accordingly. If you are a rider that never 
rides off property nor at a show, the 
supplies may be less extensive than for an 
adventurous fox hunter who covers miles 
of variable terrain - all before breakfast!

Identify risks and plan accordingly. 
Trailering could involve a serious accident 
that could cause a severe limb injury. 
Horses that are not good loaders may 
be at higher risk to cut their legs, and 
especially heel bulbs loading or unloading. 
Riding through rough, uneven terrain can 
predispose to soft tissue injury such as 
tendon and ligament injuries and muscle 
strains. Riding on hard ground, especially 
at speed, can lead to bruised feet, road 
founder and subsequent sole abscesses. 
Riding through densely wooded areas can 
lead to puncture wounds or other types of 
lacerations

The Essentials:  First Aid Kit for Horses 
by Dr. Angie Hill, DVM
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Some basic supplies that I would suggest be included 

in a general portable (trailer) fi rst aid kit would be:

•  Stethoscope and thermometer: cheap, drug store quality is 
fi ne. Keep a list of your horses’ normals!

•  Bandaging supplies: vet wrap (can also serve as a tourniquet), 
duct tape, rolled cotton (pressure, packing, cleaning), sticky 
tape such as “Light Plast or Tensoplast”, absorbant dressing 
(maxi pad), foot poultice pad (Animalintex), bandage 
scissors

• Disinfectant/fl ush: Saline (for wounds or eyes), betadyne or 
chlorhexidine as soap, sterile gloves

• Topical wound cream: Hibitane is my choice if I had to 
pick just one, as it’s safe on any wound and has a broad 
disinfectant spectrum

• Hoof knife and shoe pullers if room in your kit but certainly 
in your truck or trailer

• Battery powered light source (my favorite is a head light = 
hands free)

• Consider medications such as phenylbutazone (bute) or 
fl unixin meglumine (banamine) that come in oral forms 
and can help quickly with acute infl ammation or colic. Only 
use the prescribed dose by your vet.

• Be prepared: Identify any specifi c illnesses to which your 
horse is predisposed and carry appropriate medications. Does 
your horse stop drinking off property? Consider electrolyte 
paste and prehydrating. Do they colic easily under stress? 
Have a history of tying up? Have tender feet that are easily 
bruised?  Pick and choose scenarios that are right for your 
horse (or horses) and avoid emergencies whenever possible!

On a closing note, if I had to keep one item on me while riding, 
I would choose a roll of vet wrap. Useful on many parts of the 
horse or rider or hound!
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[Editors note: After several years of taking my Ontario trailer to a trailer dealer who issues 
safety inspections, this year I took mine to a well know horse trailer outfi t, Hepburn Trailers, 
and learned very quickly that your horse trailer will get a more thorough, thoughtful safety 
check than at a non-horse trailer place. I was impressed with the attention to detail and 
safety concerns of Hepburn Trailers. Good news: my trailer passed with fl ying colours, but 
despite good tread, my trailer needed new tires. Sun and age meant the original tires were 
heading towards being unsafe.]

Before the new hunting season begins, now is the time to take 
stock of your horse trailer and have it inspected by an expert. 
We asked an experienced dealer about safety considerations 

when transporting horses by trailer.

“One of the fi rst issues to address with trailer owners and buyers is horse safety 
and comfort,” says trailer dealer Donna Martin, co-owner of the Ruckersville, 
Virginia based Blue Ridge Trailers (Virginia). She said most people who have 
started to research their options know they should compare trailer sizes and fl oor 
plans to the size of their horses. However, she noted that there are several other 
angles to consider, too.

“While you certainly want to have 
enough space for your horse to feel 
comfortable, you should also prioritize 
light and ventilation, as well as how 
the horses will stand and balance 
themselves,” she advised. “How you 
intend to work out of the trailer also is 
an important consideration.”

Flooring is another key issue to 
consider when shopping for a horse 
trailer. Martin said her priority is to 
educate people about Rumber fl ooring, 
made from recycled tires and plastics, 
which greatly reduces road vibration 
experienced in aluminum or wood 
fl oors. That means horses experience 
less muscle fatigue and joint stress 
traveling on Rumber fl oors.

Reputable trailer dealers should not 
only educate prospective owners on 

their options, but should also help 
new and existing trailer owners keep 
their equipment safe and reliable on 
a continuing basis. Often this involves 
shattering misconceptions about trailer 
care. 

For example, says Martin:

“Tires should be driven at maximum 
tire pressure all year round, even in 
winter when the weather is cold. The 
most frequent problem we see is trailers 
being pulled with under-infl ated tires. 
Tires also start to dryrot whether in 
use or not. You may have plenty of 
tread left if you only drive to local 
hunt meets each season, but if your 
tires are fi ve or six years old and have 
been parked in the sun, they should 
be replaced. It takes a professional to 
determine the level of dryrot in a tire.

“Bearing grease absorbs dirt from 
the atmosphere whether you are 
using your trailer or not. And if the 
trailer isn’t covered, the bearings dry 
out faster under the heat of the sun. 
A professional should look at the 
condition of the bearings every two 
or three years, even if the trailer is 
standing most of the time.

“The roof calk generally needs to be 
removed, the roof cleaned, and the 
calk replaced every fi ve to six years, 
totally depending on the amount of 
exposure to the sun.

There are other simple things that 
owners need to know-- like always 
parking on concrete, gravel or asphalt 
to prevent moisture from affecting 
tires and bearing grease. “If you have 
to park on grass for long periods,” says 
Martin, “put down sheets of plywood 
and park the trailer on these. This will 
really help extend the life of these 
components.”

Horse Trailer Expert Shares Best Kept Secrets Travel
Reprinted with permission from foxhuntinglife.com
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“Also, covering a trailer with either a 
shed or a removable cover will make 
all components last longer, not just 
tires and bearing grease but rubber 
door stops and roof caulk as well. 

There are lots of manufacturers online 
offering RV covers that are large 
enough for horse trailers. Oddly, we 
have not found a manufacturer of 
covers for horse trailers that make 
them long enough to cover the tires!”

Two of the biggest myths Blue Ridge 
Trailers regularly busts involves trailer 
insurance and State Inspections.

“All states differ, of course, but the 
requirements of a Virginia inspection 
are very basic and do not encompass 
all repair and maintenance issues 
that can and do affect trailer safety. 
We advise a comprehensive safety 
inspection which looks at all trailer 
components, at least annually,” says 
Martin. “A current Virginia State 
Inspection certifi cate, for one, sadly 
does not insure that a trailer is safe to 
carry livestock.” [As this magazine is 
published in Ontario, Canada, different 

standards may apply, but the intent of 
keeping your trailer functionally safe 
is paramount and your responsibility.]

“Many trailer owners mistakenly 
assume that their tow vehicle insurance 
covers their trailer. However, typically 

only liability coverage extends to the 
trailer. That means that their insurance 
company will not pay for the cost 
of damage from accidents, storms, 
vandalism or theft.”

“Trailer owners need comprehensive 
and collision coverage to be protected 
during a crisis,” Martin says. “Adding a 
trailer to an existing vehicle insurance 
policy provides this coverage at a very 
affordable cost.”

Not knowing about this and other 
trailer insurance and maintenance 
techniques can put a strain on your 
wallet. Comprehensive trailer repair 
costs can climb into thousands of 
dollars.

“Every horse and every horse owner 
is different. Your dealer should make 
it a point to learn as much as they 
can about your individual needs and 
goals,” Martin said. “It’s their job fi nd 
you a trailer that not only suits your 
horse, your tow vehicle, and your 
travel needs, but also gives you safety 
every time you hit the road.”
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Andy Bite, MFH, & KarenCybulski generously hosted a truly lovely lunch for members and guests, as our annual ‘it’s 
winter and we’re not down south’ party, and for the opportunity to wish John Harrison well in his new position 
as Huntsman for Deep Run Hunt in Virginia, which started in May of this year. Twenty-six of us were greeted 

by a house full of great food 
from Karen’s own amazing 
kitchen, a generous bar, and 
like minded souls! We invited 
Priscilla Reeve, past President 
of Eglinton and Caledon Hunt, 
to join us, and Judy Jones, long 
time supporter of both ECH 
and TNYH, was there as well. 
It’s really enjoyable to share 
our stories and friendship with 
our hunting neighbours. In 
years past, we’ve met at the 
Terra Nova Inn, but Karen 
and Andy upped the ante with 
their generousity …. let’s hope 
we can cadge an invitation 
again next year! P.S. This is my 
thank you note!

March 2017  Members/Guest Lunch at Karen & Andy’s 
by Denya Massey

A Tradition of Excellence in a World of Champions
Located in the heart of horse country

19815 Airport Road, Caledon  
519-942-3933  www.runningfox.com
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T he 174th  TNYH
Annual General meeting 
was held on May 28, 2017 

with over 30 members attending 
at the Clubhouse in beautiful 
Mulmur. The meeting was called 
to Order by the Chair Michael 
Byrne. The fi rst order of business 
was to elect the offi cers. Michael 
Byrne, Ron Charles, and Andy 
Bite were elected offi cers for a one 
year term as President, Treasurer, 
and Secretary respectively. 

Constance Boldt delivered the 2016 fi nancials statements. This was her 

fi nal duty as treasurer of TNYH. Michael Byrne and the members thanked 

Constance Boldt for her eight years as treasurer, and she was presented 

a lovely silver pen from Tiffany’s as a thank you for her generous and 

gracious contribution in that capacity. Ron Charles has assumed the 

treasurer’s position and has been working with Constance for the past year 

to ensure an orderly transition. 

The Masters delivered their reports. Carolyn Lane delivered the membership 

committee report. An events committee has been formed to organize the 

various TNYH events and fundraisers. Janet Feairs reported on the plans 

for the then up-coming June 4th short course schooling event at the 

clubhouse.

Following the reports, the meeting was adjourned, followed by a delicious 

pot luck luncheon which was a lovely reward for all members who were 

in attendance!

2017 TNYH Annual General Meeting
Andy Bite, Joint-MFH - photos by Christopher Dodd

Constance Boldt receiving a beautiful Tiffany 
pen, from Mike Byrne on behalf of the Board, 

for serving many years as our treasurer
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TNYH Annual Christmas Party, 2016

As ever, the Christmas 
Party held at the TNYH 
Clubhouse in Mulmur 

was a great success. Santa shows 
up, people bring tons of food 
for the pot luck lunch, children 
have crafts in the front porch, the 
bar is open, and some deserving 
member is awarded the gorgeous 
Susan Jane Anstey Trophy for 
the best Field Hunter of the Year.

The awarding of TNYH hunt colours 
and buttons is to acknowledge 
those who have demonstrated a 
commitment to and knowledge 
of the sport of foxhunting. It is a 
particularly important part of our 
Christmas celebrations. This year, 
both Jayden Feairs and Laura Balding 
were delighted to receive the coveted 
blue collars and hunt buttons of 
Toronto and North York Hunt.  

The recipient of the award for the 
best fi eld hunter in 2016 was ‘Keira’, 
a lovely Thoroughbred/Clydesdale/
Hanoverian crossbred owned and 
ridden by Ron Charles. After their 
fi rst year hunting, ‘Keira’ was 
featured as an ‘Unforeseen Hunter’ in 
HARK! 2015. The Susan Jane Anstey 
Memorial Trophy is awarded in 
recognition of the Field Hunter of the 
Year. Susan Jane’s father was Lewis 
Scott, MFH from 1972-89; Susan Jane 
was herself an avid foxhunter, and 
created Horse Sport magazine as well 
as other horse related publications 
as part of Horse Canada, a business 
which her daughter Jennifer Anstey 
continues today. 

Many thanks to all members who 
contributed to our Hunt Servant 
Christmas box, an opportunity to 
thank out hunt staff for all their hard 
work and commitment to keeping 
hounds in great shape and providing 
sport for the members and guests. 
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Extraordinary Living on 22 acres of very private rolling land, Creek and Trees in the Township of Mulmur. Custom contemporary 
built house offering the finest in workmanship & materials.  A Wall of Glass overlooking the surrounding escarpment, Clean lines 
and low maintenance exterior.

ESCARPMENTS VIEWS

A most complete 68 Acre Luxury Estate with Big Southern Views, 1 hour from Toronto Pearson Interna�onal Airport, hand 
cra�ed by Timothy Bullock using only the finest in both materials & workmanship.  Possibly the finest estate ever offered for 
sale in the Mulmur, Creemore area.

794334 3RD LINE E, MULMUR

EXECUTIVE LOG HOME 

Stunning Limestone Country Estate.  Situated on 15 acres with Coach House, Victorian Barn, English ruins gazebo and gardens.  
Close to Creemore, 1 hour north of Toronto Pearson Interna�onal Airport. 

8434 COUNTY RD 9

938444 AIRPORT RD, MULMUR

LUXURY VICTORIAN HOME AND BARN

$1,950,000

$3,500,000

$3,795,000


